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Abstract
Existing research concerning trans people is sparse, and even less research
exists regarding their career development and workforce experiences. Hence, I
explored the career development and workforce experience stories of trans people. I
used a conceptual and theoretical framework in this study to inform my general
approach to trans scholarship leading to the specific examination of the career
development and workforce experiences of trans persons. The conceptual and
theoretical framework included Hale's (1997) suggested guidelines for non-trans people
writing about trans people, constructivism, social cognitive career theory, and minority
stress theory and informed the qualitative vehicle of this study to advance the
understanding of the career development and workforce experiences of trans people.
The participants constructed career development and workforce stories in their own
words employing a meaning-making interpretation of how their lives interplay with
social-cultural influences with “respect to the individual storytellers and a regard for the
subjective meaning carried within their stories” (Atkinson, 2007, p. 224). I also identified
how workplaces support their trans workforce.

vi

Chapter One: Introduction
Trans people identify themselves more fluidly than the rigid gender expressions
or labels associated with normative social conventions (Singh, Hays, & Watson, 2011).
Trans is a comprehensive term exemplifying those whose gender identity or expression
of that identity moves away from the normative gender binary system where gender and
sex exist as uncomplicated, undiversified, and static concepts (Goldberg & Beemyn,
2021; Duran & Nicolazzo, 2017). The term/identity “trans” is one that an individual takes
on and it is inappropriate to apply it to others regardless of their gender presentation or
non-adherence to gender norms (Burnes et.al., 2010). In other words, trans is an
inclusive spectrum of those who recognize a self-identity as other than normative,
including non-binary, genderqueer or gender non-conforming, and agender (Goldberg &
Beemyn, 2021). This study focused on a narrower subset of trans people who either
self-identified as a trans male/man, trans female/woman, or non-binary. For this study, I
use “self-identified” not in the strict sense of “outing themselves” through a process of
revealing personal, intimate information to the larger world, but as the outcome of
acknowledging that their gender identity is different from social norms. Although
identifying as trans involves an identity transition process, trans people may or may not
choose to undergo the psychosocial, legal, and medical process of gender transitioning
to achieve visual and physical congruence with their gender identity (Thurston & Allan,
2018).
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One research group noted that it is not unusual for trans people choosing gender
transitioning to engage in changing jobs or careers at the same time (Dickey, Walinsky,
Rofkahr, Richardson, & Juntunen, 2016). During this multi-transition experience, a trans
person’s career development dynamic is influenced not only by the trans worker’s
perception of their workplace environment but also by how their non-trans coworkers
view them (Dickey et al., 2016; McFadden, 2015). Thoroughgood, Sawyer, and Webster
(2017) found that normative and hegemonic gender expectations often undergird these
perceptions, and negatively impact a trans person’s workplace experiences. As an
example, The National Center for Transgender Equality reported that 77% of the trans
respondents of the U.S. Transgender Survey (N=27,715) employed in the past year hid
or delayed their gender transitioning or quit their job to avoid workplace discrimination
(James et al., 2016).
Problem Statement
Trans people represent an estimated range between 0.3% and 0.53% of the U.S.
population (roughly 1,000,000 to 1,700,000 individuals) (Crissman, Berger, Graham, &
Dalton, 2017; Meerwijk & Sevelius, 2017). However, their increasing visibility in social
spaces and growing representation within the media landscape creates a consistent
socio-cultural challenge by projecting a trans-affirmative understanding that gender and
sex are varying and dynamic abstractions (Capuzza & Spencer, 2017; Wahlert & Gill,
2017). This challenge affects the transition process, which is positive for the individual in
terms of self-affirmation but fraught with social and psychological expectations rooted in
the rigidity of people and institutions unwilling to accommodate anyone with identities
outside gender binary concepts. Those normative expectations include an unwavering
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and misguided correlation between assigned-at-birth sex and gender identity (Collazo,
Austin, & Craig, 2013).
Hence, trans people choosing gender or identity transition also negotiate how
others will receive their transition in public spaces. Other researchers have observed
that those transition-perception negotiations can influence the trans person’s career
development experience and are further complicated by the socio-economic challenges
experienced trans people (Irving, 2017; O’Neil, 2008; Sevelius, 2013). Thus, a trans
person may find themselves juggling the management of either gender transitioning,
identity transition, or both while negotiating the workplace, career development
dynamics, and socio-economic challenges. As such, this study examined the career
development and workforce experiences of trans people employed full-time to
document their unique career development narratives and gained a clear understanding
of ways to support them in their workplaces.
Conceptual and Theoretical Framework
I used a conceptual and theoretical framework in this study that guided both my
broad approach to trans scholarship and the specific examination of the career and
workforce experiences of trans people. Hale’s (1997) trans-affirming guidelines for nontrans people writing about trans people and constructivism served as the analytical tools
that helped me position trans people as experts of their experiences and meaningmaking processes. Social cognitive career theory and minority stress theory were the
theoretical vehicles that drove my analysis specific to the career development and
workforce experiences of trans people.
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Hale’s Guidelines
I am a non-trans person writing about trans people experiences in this study. As
such, I employed Hale’s (1997) suggested guidelines for non-trans people writing about
trans people to be respectful and cognizant of the differences in identities between me
and the participants and to center the participants in this study apart from my identities.
Additionally, Hale's guidelines informed the research methods of this study.
Epistemological Framework
My philosophical worldview is influenced by the epistemological nuances of
constructivist scaffolds. Constructivism considers the whole person in terms of their
belief structures and values in the meaning-making process. Therefore, constructivism
is a proponent of the equitable collaboration between researcher and participant (Paul,
2005).
Social Cognitive Career Theory (SCCT)
SCCT emphasizes the interplay of the influences of self-efficacy, goal setting,
and outcome expectations on individuals’ career development strategies with
behavioral/environmental factors that affect learning experiences, academic/workplace
satisfaction and wellbeing, and career self-management (Diegelman, & Subich, 2001;
Lent, 2005; Lent & Brown, 2006, 2008, 2013). SCCT also posits that an individual has a
perceived inventory of career-appropriate skillsets that sways their educational and
occupational interests under the mitigation of a self-efficacious belief system that
bridges academic/career choices with performance goal attainment (Lent, Brown, &
Hackett, 1994). Furthermore, SCCT is also well-suited to bolster research connecting
career development process with resilience-based strategies and social justice
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advocacy (Brown & Lent, 2017; Dickey, Walinsky, Rofkahr, Richardson, & Juntunen,
2016; Lent, Morrison, & Ezeofor, 2014). As such, SCCT is adaptable to research
examining the career development experiences of trans people (Lent, Morrison, &
Ezeofor, 2014; O'Neil, McWhirter, & Cerezo, 2008; Scheuermann, Tokar, & Hall, 2014).
Minority Stress Theory (MST)
MST suggests that individuals who are members of a marginalized group
experience stressors that are reinforced by a heteronormative and hegemonic culture
and consists of three factors: expectations of discrimination, internalized homophobia,
and instances of discrimination (Meyer, 1995). Waldo (1999) expanded the scope of
MST to explore the stressors associated with workforce relationships. Hendricks and
Testa (2012) also expanded the scope of MST by constructing a framework for
understanding the relationship between the distinctive negative experiences,
expectations of negative experiences, and internalized transphobia of trans people
along with the resilience-building strategies trans people employ to offset the
deleterious psycho-social effects resulting from their negative experiences. In other
words, Hendricks and Tesla (2012) proposed a modified MST designed to include
additional negative factors experienced by trans people and added coping strategies as
a positive relationship factor. The use of intersectionality in this modified MST highlights
the ways in which transgender identities coexist with other identities such as race to
support the dynamics of power and privilege leading to oppression (Crenshaw, 1989;
Graham, Crissman, Tocco, Hughes, Snow, & Padilla, 2014; Rood, Reisner, Surace,
Puckett, Maroney, & Pantalone, 2016). As such, MST is useful in examining the
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workforce experiences of trans people (Timmins, Rimes, & Rahman, 2017; Velez,
Moradi, and Brewster, 2013; Waldo, 1999).
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study was to explore the career development and workforce
experiences of trans people and to identify how workplaces can support their trans
workforces.
Research Questions
1. How do trans people describe their career development experiences?
2. How do trans people describe their workforce experiences?
3. How can workplaces support their trans workforces?

Terms and Definitions
The following terms are words and phrases defined to facilitate understanding of
the purpose and scope of this proposed study:
Assigned-at-birth sex: The phrase refers to the use of anatomical
characteristics to classify a person as biologically female or male at birth
(Goldberg & Beemyn, 2021). For this study, the phrase emphasizes the word
assigned to signify the arbitrary nature of the normative binary ideas associated
with the phrase sex assigned at birth.
Career development: The phrase refers to the multi-directional and multileveled process where individuals seek to achieve their career objectives by
leveraging past workforce experiences into learning the skills/competencies
necessary to position themselves for future career transition/advancement
opportunities (Patton & McMahon, 2014).
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Career development experience: I use this phrase to denote the knowledge or
skills a person gains as they encounter on-the-job learning events through work.
Cisgender: refers to a non-trans person whose current gender identity agrees
with the normative gender binary categories (male/female) and expectations
(Goldberg & Beemyn, 2019).
Gender binary: A social system where gender is compressed into fixed male or
female categories (Shelton & Dodd, 2021).
Gender identity: refers to how a person’s sense of self may or may not
correspond to their gender binary expectations (Spencer & Capuzza, 2016).
Gender transitioning: refers to the psychosocial, legal, and medical process to
achieve visual and physical congruence with their gender identity (Thurston &
Allan, 2018).
Identity transitioning: For the purposes of this study, this phrase refers to the
process by which a person achieves a self-identity consistent with trans person.
This process is not contingent upon medically dependent changes, and is
distinct, though often interrelated with gender transitioning.
Life stories: refers to a form of narrative that captures the meaning ascribed to
an individual’s lived experiences and provides a forum where their stories are not
only heard and valued, but also cultivate meaningful insights into the complex
chemistry between their experiences and the socio-cultural contexts in which
they are lived (Clandinin & Caine, 2008; Cole & Knowles, 2001).
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Multi-transitioning: For purposes of this study, this phrase means those who
experience gender or identity transitioning as a combined phenomenon with job
or career transition.
Passing: the ability to conform one’s gender identity to cisgender-based gender
criteria and expectations (Broussard & Warner, 2018).
Resilience: refers to the collection of intrinsic elements, personal acts and
behaviors, and support structures that mitigate the hostile impact of
discrimination, harassment, and violence (Breslow, Wojcik, Roberts, &
Augenblick, 2021).
Trans person: refers to those who self-identify a gender identity or expression
that moves away from the normative binary gender system (Goldberg & Beemyn,
2021; Duran & Nicolazzo, 2017).
Transphobia: refers to the dislike of the trans people resulting from negative
attitudes, and unreasonable fear (Mizock & Mueser, 2015).
Workforce: refers to the number of individuals who are participating in or who
are available for paid employment (Black, Hashimzade, & Myles, 2016).
Workforce experience: I use this phrase to denote the knowledge or skills a
person gains via the engagement with and observation of the events specifically
occurring in their place of paid employment or while they are involved in the
employee screening process of a particular organization. Workforce experiences
are specifically situated in a workplace or in a workplace’s employee-hiring
process whereas career development experiences can be positioned in nonworkplace arenas.
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Procedures
The design of this qualitative study is grounded in the conceptual and theoretical
framework previously summarized in this chapter and more fully discussed in Chapter
Two. I used an adapted life story and narrative inquiry format using the semi-structured
interview (SSI) procedure outlined in Chapter Three. Such an approach provides those
who would typically go unheard a platform to negotiate their identities and tell their story
and opens narrative discourse channels that situate their meaningful lived experiences
within a macro socio-cultural framework (Given, 2008; Riessman, 2008). I chose this
combination of an adapted life-story narrative obtained through SSI procedures and
grounded in the conceptual and theoretical framework to reveal the intrinsic and
extrinsic career development and workforce influences on trans people.
Significance
The body of research concerning trans people is sparse. Even a smaller body of
research exists regarding their career development and workforce experiences. As
such, this study contributes to related research on trans people and, specifically, to the
scholarship on identifying career development and workforce supports for trans people.
Delimitation
The evolving culture of trans people mandates that the language used in
describing this culture must also evolve to accommodate changing socio-political and
historical perspectives (Adams, 2015; Burnes et al., 2010). As such, a delimitation of
this study lies in the operational definition of the phrase trans person, which is subject to
the contextual reconfiguration that aligns with the current cultural expectations of the
trans community. This study defines the phrase trans person as a comprehensive term
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exemplifying those who self-identify a gender identity or expression move away from the
normative binary gender system (Goldberg & Beemyn, 2021; Duran & Nicolazzo, 2017).
Hence, the study participants self-identified as being a trans person per the boundaries
set by this study in defining the term trans person.
Limitation
The qualitative research design of this study encompassed the collection of data
that is difficult to examine through a quantifiable lens. The ability to translate the varying
and complex socio-cultural human behavior and experiences in simple generalized and
empirical terms is rare (Anderson, 2010). As such, the results of this study are not a
representation of all trans people. Rather, this study offers a glimpse into the rich
narratives of trans people that can inform career practitioners and workplace
policymakers on possible policy and practice improvements aiding in the career
development of trans people.
Organization of the Study
In Chapter One, I provide a brief introduction as to why trans people are the
focus of this study, a problem statement describing the need for this study, a summary
of the conceptual and theoretical framework, the purpose statement of this study,
research questions that guide this study, terms and definitions, a summary of
procedures, the significance of this study, and a delimitation and limitation of this study.
In Chapter Two, I provide a review of the literature on trans people and their
experiences including: a detailed conceptual and theoretical framework; an overview of
socio-economic, health, educational, and career development challenges; legislative
impacts; research about transitioning gender and identity; and the workforce life cycle.
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In Chapter Three, I discuss my positionality; provide a reflexivity statement; describe the
research design and rationale; outline the participant recruitment and selection
procedures; discuss the data sources, data collection, and data analysis; and discuss
the ethical considerations. In Chapter Four I present the study findings thematically
organized by the research questions. In Chapter Five, I included a summary of findings;
discussion of findings; limitations; and general implications and future directions for
research.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Preface
I embarked on this research journey with the goal of amplifying the voices of
trans persons, however, I realized that my cisnormative viewpoint was filtering into how
I initially digested the literature. For example, I found that at the onset of this research
study, I was relying predominantly on non-trans scholar psychological approaches
rather than embedding trans scholars' voices into this study. As such, I embedded trans
scholars into the literature review and used their language to define terms in the
introduction to accurately reflect Hale's (1997) suggested guidelines of not erasing trans
voices and being aware of the contexts of the language used by trans persons within
the multiplicity of communities in which they exist and converse about their lives.
After reading the available scant literature regarding trans persons and their
career development and workforce experiences, I discovered through the application of
Hale's (1997) guidelines that I was approaching the literature and this study from a
deficit perspective expecting the lives of trans persons to be monolithically negative. As
such, it was important for me to show that not all studies were unanimous concerning
trans peoples experiences, but rather demonstrated that positive experiences that affirm
and empower trans people have been noted in the workplace. Additionally, it was
evident in my exploration of the literature that non-trans scholars were defining being a
trans persons based on how a person gender identity aligns with assigned-at-birth sex.
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Thus, I revisited this study and aligned with trans scholars to use gender identification
as the sole qualifier in defining trans terminology.
Introduction
The existing literature concerning the career development and workforce
experiences of trans people is meager. Publications considered for review were peerreviewed journal articles, peer-referred conference proceedings and articles found in
online databases, government reports, policy research organizations, and education
and career development themed books. Publications considered for inclusion were
dated within the past decade unless the purpose of the source was to provide historical
context.
I searched a university-designed global database (inclusive of standard
academic databases such as Web of Science, University of South Florida’s Library
databases among others), with keywords attached to the career development and
workforce experiences of trans people as I defined that term in the previous chapter:
trans people, trans students, trans community, trans support, transphobia, gender
binary, gender identity, transitioning, career development, career decision-making,
career preparation, career professionals, career services, career transition, higher
education, higher education legislation, higher education policy, higher education
professionals, workforce, workforce education, labor market, government policy,
unemployment rates, socio-economic disparities, health disparities, homelessness,
alcohol and drug misuse, sex work, discrimination, harassment, microaggressions,
violence, self-harm, affirming practices, and theory.
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To include articles in the literature review, I used a similar multi-step process
used by Nicholson, Murphy, Larkin, Normand, and Guerin (2016) based on the
preferred reporting items for systematic review and meta-analysis protocol (PRISMA P)
guidelines developed by Moher, Shamseer, Clarke, Ghersi, Liberati, Petticrew, and
Stewart (2015). Searches in the university-designed database were selected based on
relevance to keyword(s) present in the search. For each article considered for inclusion,
I performed a review of each article’s abstract that contained the relevant keyword(s) or
related information and extracted them for a full review. If those key elements were not
apparent in the abstract, I excluded the article from the literature review. Article
searches took place between August 2016 and May 2019. I gathered selected full-text
articles and determined concepts and relationships within and between articles.
Conceptual and Theoretical Framework
I used a conceptual and theoretical framework for this study to inform my general
approach to trans scholarship leading to the specific examination of the career
development and workforce experiences of trans persons. Both Hale’s (1997)
suggested guidelines for non-trans people writing about trans people (see Appendix 1)
and my epistemological framework helped me navigate how to generally understand
and center trans people as experts of their experiences and meaning-making
processes. Social cognitive career theory and minority stress theory provided an
analytical lens to specifically examine the career and workforce experiences of trans
people.
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Figure 1. Conceptual and Theoretical Framework

Hale’s Guidelines
The implementation of Hale’s (1997) suggested guidelines for non-trans people
writing about trans people in this study required that I examine the ways in which I have
power that trans people may not have and how this influences my worldview. I also
investigated how this possible power disparity may affect my research interests. As
stipulated by Hale's (1997) guidelines, I represented trans discourses as representative
of trans individuals’ experiences shared in their own words and unique to their lives and
perspectives.
Epistemological Framework
Constructivist frameworks inform the epistemological underpinnings of my
research. Constructivism mandates that knowledge and truth are subjective and relative
and are co-constructed through worldly interactions (Crotty, 1998), and
methodologically permeated with human values (Paul, 2005). Hence, there can be no
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separation of the researcher from the research process thus melding both the lived
experiences of the researcher and the participants into an equal partnership mutually
unearthing the mechanisms of meaning-making.
Social Cognitive Career Theory (SCCT)
I used SCCT as a theoretical framework to analyze the career development
experiences of trans people. Lent, Brown, & Hackett (1994) developed SCCT as an
extension of Bandura’s (1986) general social cognitive theory to understand the
intersection of career development processes dedicated to the following conceptual
models: academic/career interests, choices, and performance behaviors. Lent & Brown
(2006, 2008, 2013) expanded SCCT to include a fourth and fifth conceptual model
dedicated to academic/workplace satisfaction/wellbeing and career self-management.
The five SCCT conceptual models are undergirded by three core elements: selfefficacy, outcome expectations, and goals (Brown & Lent, 2019).
Self-efficacy refers to how a person frames their ability to accomplish an activity
and whether they choose to engage, and outcome expectations refer to how a person
frames the results (beneficial or detrimental) of an activity (Lent, Brown, & Hackett,
1994). Goals are influenced by both self-efficacy and outcome expectations and refer to
how a person organizes their intent to pursue an activity or achieve a specific
performance level (Lent, Brown, & Hackett, 1994). These core elements are influenced
by a multiplicity of personal (e.g., gender, race/ethnicity, personality) and environmental
(e.g., support systems, barriers, socio-economic status) variables that help
contextualize how learning experiences influence the career development choices that
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critically shape career outcomes, work satisfaction, and methods to navigate workplace
challenges (Brown & Lent, 2019; Thompson, Dahling, Chin, & Melloy, 2017).
SCCT and Trans People. Dickey, Walinsky, Rofkahr, Richardson, & Juntunen
(2016) adapted SCCT to conduct a study of trans people (N=127) to further understand
the relationship between the process of socially or medically transitioning from one
gender to another and career decision self-efficacy. Dickey, Walinsky, Rofkahr,
Richardson, & Juntunen (2016) suggest that the problem-resolution and management
skills post-transition participants developed in overcoming various challenges during the
transition process are transferable to their work lives. Additionally, the self-efficacy
bolstered through the transition process could be a wellspring of resilience used to
address career development challenges (Dickey, Walinsky, Rofkahr, Richardson, &
Juntunen, 2016). As such, SCCT assisted in my understanding of how the intersection
of trans individuals’ management of their gender transitioning, identity transition, or
both; their career interests/choices/goals; and the behavioral/environmental dynamics
associated with their career satisfaction/well-being interplays with the resilience-building
tactics that underpin their career self-management decisions (Bauerband, & Galupo,
2014; Brown & Lent, 2019; Mattias de Vries, 2012; Robinson, Van Esch, & Bilimoria,
2017). As such, SCCT is a suitable instrument to address my first research question.
Minority Stress Theory (MST)
I used Meyer’s (1995, 2003) MST as subsequently expanded by Hendriks and
Testa (2012) as a theoretical framework to examine the workforce experiences of trans
people in this study. MST originally posited that gay men, lesbians, and bisexual (GLB)
people experienced additional chronic stress (minority stress) based on their status as a
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marginalized group (Meyer, 1995). Meyer determined in this earlier research that
minority stress came from living in a heterosexist society (i.e., laws and culture only
assuming heterosexuality) comprised of three factors: expectations of discrimination,
internalized homophobia, and instances of discrimination or maltreatment (also called
enacted stigma). Waldo (1999) used structural equation modeling to examine the
implications of the workplace on minority stress theory. He observed that GLB
individuals who noted that their workplaces lacked protections and “tolerant” culture
were more likely to report discrimination. In other words, Waldo (1999) expanded the
scope of MST to examine career development and workforce relationships.
Waldo (1999) studied the relationship of job satisfaction and work withdrawal but
admitted that the quantitative scale he used was a poor proxy to do so. Nonetheless,
Waldo (1999) found that the existence of heterosexist spaces and spaces that did not
recognize GLB people led to negative health aftereffects, including psychological and
social well-being. Waldo (1999) made the point that examining minority stress in the
workplace is important as “more Americans spend more time working than anything
else” (p. 229), which could impact mental health as well as behavior.
In response to Waldo’s (1999) work, Meyer (2003) proposed a minority stress
model that integrates the sociocultural stigmatization factors that propel GLB minority
stress (see Figure 2). Meyer’s revised minority stress model illustrated how the aftereffects of both the experiences of stress and coping with stress impacted mental health.
Additionally, Meyer (2003) noted that hiding one's sexual orientation, expectations of
rejection, and/or other internal factors could cause minority stress. Additionally, he
determined that those internal factors can either aggravate or mitigate minority stress,
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Figure 2. Minority Stress Model (Meyer, 2003, p. 679)

depending on whether the GLB person experiencing minority stress uses their GLB
identity as a source of resolve and resiliency (Meyer, 2003).
MST and Trans People. Hendricks and Testa (2012) adapted Meyers’s (2003)
revised minority stress model to create a framework for understanding the critical issues
common among trans people (i.e., gender-related victimization and discrimination) that
mental healthcare providers might observe when encountering trans people in a clinical
setting. Hendricks and Testa’s framework incorporated the unique negative experiences
and resultant expectations of future negative experiences connected to the gender
identity/expression and internalized transphobia of some trans people. In addition to
highlighting the resilience mechanisms trans people develop to counteract the adverse
psychological effects caused by their negative experiences, Hendricks and Testa also
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provided culturally competent assessment and treatment suggestions for mental
healthcare providers.
Tebbe and Moradi (2016) drew upon Meyer’s (1995, 2003) minority stress theory
in their study of the relationship between the depression and suicide risk among trans
people and minority stressors, social supports, and drug/alcohol use (N=335). Using
structural equation modeling, Tebbe and Moradi (2016) found a positive link for both
depression and drug use with suicide risk. They demonstrated that minority stressors
within the trans community could inform possible preventative pathways in the reduction
of depression and suicide risk of trans people beyond drug use and friendship support
networks solutions.
MST and Intersectional Identities
Although minority stress theory originated by conceptualizing individual, social
and structural contributors to increased stress, poor mental health, and physical health
outcomes among lesbian, gay and bisexual individuals (Meyer, 2003), the theory has
been expanded to include sexual minorities including transgender and gender
nonconforming individuals (Hendricks & Testa, 2012; Lefevor, Boyd-Rogers, Sprague &
Janis, 2019). Critical to this expansion was the use of intersectionality (Crenshaw,
1989), due to the ways in which transgender and genderqueer identities interlock with
other identities (e.g. race, ability) creates unique opportunities for privilege and
oppression. Extant research has noted that both distal stressors, such as sexual
assault, harassment and trauma were experienced more often by transgender and
genderqueer individuals than cisgender people (Lefevor, Boyd-Rogers, Sprague &
Janis, 2019; Sterzing, Ratliff, Gartner, McGeough, & Johnson, 2017).
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Minority stress theory (MST) has also been expanded using intersectionality to
people of color. Initially, studies of heterosexist stigma, internalized homophobia, and
discomfort with outness were assessed comparing lesbian, gay and bisexual (LGB)
populations of color with white populations (Moradi, Wiseman, DeBlaere, Goodman,
Sarkees, Brewster, Huang, 2010). This experience of being both sexual minority and
racial minority raised important questions related to the stress brought on by
homophobia and racism, also called double jeopardy (Meyer, 2010). Studies posited
that while LGB of color experienced greater heterosexist stigma when compared to
white counterparts (Moradi et al, 2010), experiences with racism may have helped to
build resilience in sexual minorities of color (Meyer, 2010). Resilience, or the ability to
adapt to overcome the deleterious effects of heterosexism, homophobia, and other
forms of discrimination (Meyer, 2010) was displayed in sexual minorities of color.
These experiences of racism, including in sexual minority-specific spaces, can
include microinsults, microaggressions and microinvalidations (Sue, Capodilupo, Torino,
Bucceri, Holder, Nadal, & Esquilin, 2007). Among feminine people, a study of lesbians
noted the concept of triple jeopardy, such that sexism and heterosexism were
experienced through the prism of racism, also titled multiple minority stress (Bowleg,
Huang, Brooks, Black and Burkholder, 2003). For transgender women of color, research
has demonstrated the importance of building resilience and social support networks to
buffer the effects of external discrimination (i.e. transphobia, racism) and internalized
transphobia (Graham et al., 2014). A recent study of transgender individuals, consisting
mostly of people of color (60%), noted the importance of proximal stressors of MST
including identity concealment, internalized stigma, and expectations of rejection. The
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study suggests that expectations of rejection are linked with experiences of anger, fear
and hypervigilance which may elevate levels of psychological distress linked with the
other two proximal stressors (Rood et al., 2016).Participants of color in the study
indicated that experiences of being transgender or gender nonconforming were
compounded by issues of ethnicity and race, such that there were greater moments and
expectations of rejection by participants of color (Rood et al., 2016).
The Intersection of MST, Trans People, and the Workplace. Minority
stressors experienced by trans people in the workplace, such as discrimination and
harassment, can power expectations of stigma and internalized transphobia (Meyer,
1995; Timmins, Rimes, & Rahman, 2017). Additionally, Velez, Moradi, and Brewster
(2013) expressed that minority stressors are integrally related to low job satisfaction.
Meyer (2015) pointed out that resilience is fundamentally connected to minority stress
and an essential element of the minority stress model given that trans people “mount
coping responses and most survive and even thrive despite stress (p. 209).” Levitt and
Ippolito (2014) emphasized that participants (N=17) in their qualitative study mitigated
the endangerments associated with being a trans person by using resilience-building
strategies that sometimes overshadowed their needs to be respected and valued.
Lastly, as Budge et al. (2013) observed, MST suggests that along with resiliencebuilding strategies, social supports can serve as a safeguard against the adverse
emotional experiences of trans people. As such, Hendrick and Testa’s expanded MST
model along with more recent applications of Meyer’s (2003) revised MST by Tebbe
and Moradi (2016) serve as an appropriate analytical tool to address my second
research question.
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Overview of Trans People in the US
Socio-economic Challenges
Two studies found that physical and mental health conditions affect a trans
person’s potential to earn a living and their ability to access healthcare (Macdonnell, &
Grigorovich, 2012; O’Neil, 2008). In other words, they linked a trans person’s
socioeconomic status with health outcomes. Others observed that the negative healthwealth correlation usually manifests itself among trans people as chronic
unemployment, underemployment, homelessness, and higher incidences of adverse
health outcomes, alcohol or drug misuse, and engagement in sex work (Bockting, 2017;
Collins, McFadden, Rocco, & Mathis, 2015; Grant et al., 2011; Sevelius, 2013). The
stigma attached to those economic and health disparities and the associated stressors
drive some trans people to engage in risky sexual behaviors to earn a living (e.g. sex
work), which subjects them to higher rates of sexual and physical violence as well as
sexually transmitted infections (Hughto et al., 2015; Nadal, Davidoff, Davis & Wong,
2014; Richter, Chersich, Temmerman, & Luchters, 2013). Additionally, the lack of health
insurance and high health costs in conjunction with wanting to avoid unknowledgeable
or resistant healthcare providers can steer trans people away from seeking needed
healthcare interventions and towards career-hampering psychosocial isolation
(Balakrishnan, 2016; Cicero & Black, 2016; Macdonnell, & Grigorovich, 2012; McGill,
2016).
Experiencing poverty. Collins et al. (2015), found that many trans people have
incomes at or below the poverty line, which manifested as significant patterns of
unemployment, underemployment, and low wages. Trans people experience high rates
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of unemployment resulting from discriminatory workplace practices (Thoroughgood,
Sawyer, & Webster, 2017). The National Transgender Discrimination Survey (NTDS)
reported that Black and Latinx trans people were up to four times more likely to be
unemployed compared to the general population (Grant et al., 2011). As more recently
reported by James et al. (2016), the 2015 U.S. Transgender Survey conducted by the
National Center for Transgender Equality (NCTE) (N=27,715) found that the
unemployment rate of trans respondents was 15% (20% for trans respondents of color)
compared to a 5% rate for the U.S. population. Additionally, 13% of trans respondents
reported a history of one or more involuntary employment terminations related to their
gender identity and expression.
Experiencing homelessness. Trans people are more likely to experience
homelessness because coupled with higher rates of discrimination and unemployment,
they also often lack the familial and social support necessary to secure stable housing
(Spicer, Schwartz, & Barber, 2010). As reported by Grant et al. (2011), the NTDS
quantified that homelessness experience rate as twice that of the general population.
Since then, others have observed that trans youth (ages 14-21) disproportionately
experience homelessness, and the combined grouping of trans youths plus the
corresponding gay and lesbian youths represented about 40% of the homeless youth
population (Durso & Gates, 2012. The high rates of homelessness among trans people
are undergirded by what Shelton (2015) referred to as cisgenderism: an ideology
supporting a power dynamic that oppresses trans identities by creating policies
purposely designed to exclude anyone outside the gender binary.
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Health Challenges
Sevelius (2013) conducted a relevant qualitative research study grounded in two
theories: objectification theory and intersectionality. Objectification theory states that the
objectification of sexual experiences diminishes a woman to the function of the body
(Fredrickson, Hendler, Nilsen, O’Barr, & Roberts, 2011; Sevelius, 2013). The theory of
intersectionality focuses on how power dynamics impact the distinctive cultural
experiences of coexisting social identities (Crenshaw, 1989; Sevelius, 2013). Sevelius
(2013) employed semi-structured interviews of 22 trans women of color (11 African
American, six Latina, two Asian/Pacific Islander, one Native American and two mixedrace participants) to extract contextual descriptions of the cultural connection to highrisk behaviors, such as sex work, drug use, and resulting instances of violence, health
issues, and incarceration. Sevelius (2013) found that transwomen of color are
particularly vulnerable to negative health outcomes due to their higher propensity to
engage in those high-risk behaviors. That finding revealed no change from Nuttbrock et
al.’s (2009) sampling analysis results of 517 transwomen, which stated that white
transwomen had an HIV incidence rate of 3.5% while transwomen of color had an HIV
incidence rate of about 49%. Furthermore, Balakrishnan (2016) found that unprepared
or unwilling care providers were associated with denial of access to services that might
ameliorate those negative health outcomes experienced by trans people and prevent
their further entrenchment in social-psychological seclusion as well as additional
education and career trajectory impediments.
Alcohol and drug challenges. Trans people have limited access to transaffirming services to help alleviate the continual onslaught of systemic discrimination
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and may resort to alcohol and drug misuse to cope with transphobic aggravations
(Spicer, 2010). In 2017, the National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA) noted that,
historically, most federally funded data collections did not include questions related to
sexual minority status. NIDA noted two exceptions, the 2015 National Survey on Drug
Use, and a 2013 U.S. Census Bureau survey, which found that sexual minorities (i.e.,
lesbian, gay, bisexual or trans people) were more likely to misuse prescription
medications, illicit drugs or alcohol than heterosexual adults. More recently, Gonzalez,
Gallego, & Bockting (2017) examined alcohol and drug use among 1,210 trans people
(680 transwomen and 530 transmen) and reported that transphobic stressors were
independently associated with excessive alcohol or drug misuse.
Alcohol and high episodic drinking (HED). Trans people are disproportionately
susceptible to alcohol misuse. The stigmatizing and discriminatory experiences they
undergo catalyze degradative coping mechanisms (Gilbert, Pass, Keuroghlian,
Greenfield, & Reisner, 2018). Staples, Neilson, George, Flaherty, & Davis (2018) noted
that almost half of trans people surveyed in the 2015 NCTE Transgender Survey report
long-term alcohol misuse in comparison to roughly 7% of the general populace. Alcohol
misuse is also disproportionate among trans people. (Xavier, Bobbin, Singer, & Budd,
2005). For example, Follins, Walker, and Lewis (2014) found that trans people of color
engage in much higher rates of alcohol misuse than their white counterparts. HED is a
form of alcohol misuse characterized by the consumption of five or more alcoholic
drinks in one session (Jackson, 2008) and has been linked consistently with negative
health and psychosocial outcomes (Hingson, & Smyth, 2017; Linden-Carmichael,
Vasilenko, Lanza, & Maggs, 2017). In a cross-sectional survey of post-secondary
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student participants (18-29 years old) collected by the American College Health
Association (N=75,192), Coulter et al. (2015) examined the collected data to compare
the incidence of HED between trans-identified and nontrans-identified people. The
results of their analysis indicated that trans-identified people are more likely to
experience HED and HED-related sexual assault than nontrans-identified people.
Scheim, Bauer, & Shokoohi (2016) conducted a study to determine the frequency of
HED and examine the socio-associations of HED among trans people in Ontario,
Canada using the data collected from a respondent-driven sampling of trans people 16
years and older (N=433). Scheim, Bauer, & Shokoohi estimated that the prevalence of
monthly HED among trans people studied was approximately 33% (95%: CI 26.3, 40.1),
and established an association between current sex work with increased HED. In other
words, beyond health implications, HED appears to be a factor in at least some career
development and workforce experiences of trans people.
Drugs. Trans people are at greater risk of drug misuse, which is an umbrella term
that includes the misuse of prescription medication, marijuana, opioids, amphetamines,
and cocaine (Glynn & Van den Berg, 2017; Kecojevic et al., 2012; Oberheim, DePue, &
Hagedorn, 2017). Two recent studies found that trans people experience elevated rates
of discriminatory stressors that stimulate drug misuse (Hatchel, & Marx, 2018;
Livingston, Flentje, Heck, Szalda-Petree, & Cochran, 2017). The propensity to misuse
drugs is significantly higher for trans people compared to nontrans people (Day, Fish,
Perez-Brumer, Hatzenbuehler, & Russell, 2017; Keuroghlian, Reisner, White, & Weiss,
2015). The stressors brought on by chronic unemployment and resulting destitution
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have forced some transwomen to redirect their coping strategy of drug misuse as a
conduit into sex work (Hoffman, 2014).
Sex work. Sex work is the transactional engagement in sexual activities for
financial compensation and is linked with higher incidences of depression, suicide
ideations, violence, sexual assault, living with HIV/AIDS and sexually transmitted
infections, and incarceration (Gerassi, Edmond, & Nichols, 2017; Krüsi, Kerr, Taylor,
Rhodes, & Shannon, 2016; Nemoto, Bödeker, & Iwamoto, 2011; Smith et al., 2017;
Stotzer, 2014). Kosenko (2011) observed that trans sex workers are resilient and
endure the pervasive physical and mental traumas associated with sex work to survive
and obtain the financial resources to pay for costly trans-specific health care not
typically covered by most health insurances. Nadal, Davidoff, & Fujii-Doe (2014) found
that trans people may view sex work as their only sustainable career choice because
negative workforce experiences undermine other viable career development
opportunities. At the same time, they may feel trapped between the conflicting
conditions of financial empowerment and the consequences of their high-risk behaviors,
both of which result from hegemonic sex-negative discriminatory practices (Benoit,
Ouellet, Jansson, Magnus, & Smith, 2017; Nadal, Davidoff, & Fujii-Doe, 2014).
While the basis for much of the literature compiled about the nature of sex work
among trans women involves psycho-social deficits, such reports are not unanimous.
For example, there have been several reports, particularly among transwomen of color,
that offer a positive perspective. One such study of Brazilian transwomen found that sex
work was one of the only experiences that improved self-image, self-confidence, and
self-esteem by providing gender role confirmation and fulfillment (Weitzer, 2012). An
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earlier study that involved a group of trans women of color in San Francisco reported
that younger transwomen felt greater community and social support when working
alongside other transwomen (Sausa, Keatley & Operario, 2007). Strikingly, one
participant in that San Francisco study discussed the level of autonomy she gained by
earning money through sex work. Finally, Sevelius (2013) suggested that one way to
help mitigate some negative consequences of sex work and provide harm reduction
may be to use a gender affirmation framework for interventions to expand what is
considered passing as well as the impetus to expand gender-affirming care.
Violence and self-harm. Lombardi, Wilchins, Priesing, and Malouf (2001) found
a correlation between workplace discrimination and the experience of non-workplace
violence in that trans people who experience workplace discrimination are “five times as
likely to experience physical violence” (as cited in Brewster, Velez, Mennicke, & Tebbe,
2014, p. 159). More recently, Waters (2016) found that in comparison to non-trans
people, trans people are more likely to encounter harassment and violent interactions,
be subjected to negative experiences with law enforcement officials and be denied
medical treatment. Researchers have observed that the confluence of issues, like those
identified by Waters, that separate trans people from equitable access to crisis services,
when combined with the lack of support from family, friends, and peers, can result in
suicidal ideations; nearly 41% of the trans people have attempted to commit suicide,
and almost half of trans youth have seriously contemplated suicide (Olson, Schrager,
Belzer, Simons, & Clark, 2015; Seelman, 2015). In comparative terms, the suicide rate
among trans people is significantly greater than that of the general population
(Virupaksha, Muralidhar, & Ramakrishna, 2016).
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Educational Challenges
Higher education landscapes are incubators for career exploration, careerdecision-making, career planning, and career adaptability (Stringer, Kerpelman, &
Skorikov, 2011). Unfortunately, even when trans collegians take advantage of those
services, and even when their gender identities and expressions are affirmed and taken
into consideration in the design of career development interventions, misinformed
college practices can prevent trans students from fully integrating into the college
experience (Levesque, 2015; Pryor, 2015). Some faculty, staff, and students possess a
superficial comprehension of trans student issues that often result in exclusionary
practices (Beemyn, 2005). These exclusionary practices reflect how the priorities and
values of higher education institutions assume that non-trans people are more “normal”
and, therefore, should be treated as “superior” to trans people (Seelman, 2014).
Lack of resources. Resolving trans student issues with inclusionary policies
along with education and career programming on college campuses requires an
institutional affirmation of trans student experiences. However, about 90% of colleges
have not taken trans-affirming steps such updating their nondiscrimination policies with
trans-inclusive language, creating gender-inclusive campus facilities, and offering transspecific medical and legal services to welcome and assist trans students (Rankin &
Beemyn, 2012; Ryan, Broad, Walsh, & Nutter, 2013). That lack of institutional
preparation results in the scarcity of trans-inclusive resources when coupled with
untrained higher education professionals propagates the rhetoric of inclusivity without
resulting in significant change. The demand for trans student services on college
campuses increases as does the number of college students who self-identify as being
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trans; yet most colleges provide little or no trans-focused services (Freitas, 2017;
Oswalt & Lederer, 2017; Schneider, 2010). As Goodrich (2012) observed, these
campus deficiencies invalidate trans students’ existence and promote the
misconception that trans people are undeserving of affirming resources, both of which
fuel negative interactions with other stakeholders on campus and impede
academic/career achievement.
Uninformed professionals. College career centers are not typically well-versed
in the unique career development issues trans people face and accordingly not
prepared to offer salient career development interventions designed to address their
needs (Chung, 2003; Sangganjanavanich, & Headley, 2016). Career professionals are
usually unknowledgeable about trans people, whether from the lack of education or
overt biases (Dickey, Walinsky, Rofkahr, Richardson-Cline, & Juntunen, 2016).
Because of their lack of knowledge, career counselors often provide misinformed career
guidance to trans students regarding job interview preparation, background and
employment history checks, and disclosure of trans identities (Scott, Belke, & Barfield,
2011). That lack-of-knowledge phenomenon may foster social frustration and financial
burdens for trans people, such as participating in unnecessary education pathways,
difficulty obtaining employment, and adversity in navigating the interpersonal structures
at work (Scott, Belke, & Barfield, 2011).
Career Development and Workforce Challenges
Discrimination. Some trans people experience workplace discrimination (Ozturk
& Tatli, 2016). Discrimination against trans people in the workplace sometimes
manifests as the purposeful exclusion of trans-supportive language in official
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administrative documents, the limited access to gender-neutral or inclusive spaces, and
microaggressions (Brewster, Velez, Mennicke, & Tebbe, 2014; Dirks, 2016; Sutton,
2016). Beauregard, Arevshatian, Booth, & Whittle (2018) found that appropriate
language used to address and describe the many facets of gender identity is treated as
a recommendation rather than a policy obligation in the workplace. This serves as a
consistent reminder to trans people they are not as widely valued and accepted as their
cisgender counterparts (Newhouse, 2013; Singh, Meng, & Hansen, 2013).
The unwillingness to adopt affirming official language policies creates a flippant
workplace climate where the concerns of trans workers may seem like insignificant
irritations undeserving of managerial attention (Collins et. al., 2015; Dugan et al., 2012;
Vaccaro, 2014). Trans people also encounter logistical barriers that segregate them
from gender-inclusive spaces. Trans people experience routine denial of access to their
choice of space (such as bathrooms) that matches their gender identity and expression.
Although there are spaces that accommodate the needs of the trans people, the
creation rate is falling short of the exigency (Krum, Davis, & Galupo, 2013; Rudin et al.,
2016; Seelman, 2014).
Microaggressions. A sizeable range of overt and covert affronts known as
microaggressions serve as amplifiers of the verbal and operational challenges that
undergird trans people’ workforce experience (Nadal, 2013). Galupo, Henise, & Davis
(2014) define microaggressions as follows:
Subtle forms of discrimination that occur daily and can manifest as behavioral,
verbal, or environmental slights. Whether intentional or unintentional, these
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microaggressions shape the daily experience of trans people and are central to
the way in which they navigate their social and personal relationships. (p. 461)
DeSouza, Wesselmann, & Ispas (2017) characterize the nature of microaggressions
directed at trans people as brief and subtle indignities that may consist of these
thematic elements:
•

Humiliating transphobic language

•

Rigid heteronormative practices

•

Endorsement of transphobic stereotypes

•

Objectification practices

•

Non-binary gender disapproval

•

Transphobia denial

Other researchers have observed that microaggressions function as social tools utilized
to further isolate trans people from workplace acceptance (Galupo & Resnick, 2016;
Nadal, Davidoff, Davis, & Wong, 2014; Newhouse, 2013). As some trans people
continue to be systematically stigmatized, their reputations suffer, which can result in
blocking them out of professional development opportunities, thus hampering their
career advancement (Davis, 2009). Trans people of color experience and contend with
that stigmatization on multiple levels, such as microaggressions connected with both
racism and gender-normativity (Balsam, Molina, Beadnell, Simoni, & Walters, 2011).
Harassment. In 2011, the National Center for Transgender Equality in
partnership with the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force (GLTF) conducted a study of
trans and gender non-conforming individuals. Of 6,450 survey respondents,
approximately 90% indicated they experienced harassment in the workplace including
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verbal assault, denial of access to restroom facilities, and purposeful and improper use
of preferred name and pronouns (Grant et.al., 2011). Trans people also endure
harassment through intentional career sabotaging acts, such as being demoted,
terminated, or threatened with violence (Brewster et al., 2014). Grant et al. (2011)
reported that 29% of those GLTF study survey respondents reported losing their job
explicitly due to their trans status.
While the foundation for some of the literature concerning the career
development and workforce experiences among trans people involves negative
outcomes, such reports are not unanimous. Riggle et. al. (2011) collected survey data
from trans participants (N=61) that showcased the positive identity themes (i.e. personal
growth, resiliency, increased empathy etc.) among trans people that could inform
strength-based and culturally competent career counseling techniques. Although some
emotional suffering is commonplace during the gender transition process, positive
experiences that affirm and empower trans people have been noted in the workplace
(Drydakis, 2017; Bozani, Drydakis, Sidiropoulou, Harvey, & Paraskevopoulou, 2020).
This suggests that the transitioning process does not yield homogenous negative
outcomes across trans populations (Brewster, Velez, Mennicke, and Tebbe, 2014).
Legislative Impacts
Education. On February 22, 2017, the Trump Administration exercised its
executive powers to diminish federal protections for trans students under Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX) by withdrawing previous administrative
guidance issued by the Department of Education on how to treat sex-based
discrimination under Title IX statutory provisions. In doing so, the Trump Administration
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used its executive authority to thwart trans students’ ability to learn in a discriminationfree environment at federally funded schools by interpreting Title IX to mean the
prohibition against sex-discrimination does not apply to “sex-segregated facilities such
as bathrooms and locker rooms” (Office of the Solicitor General, 2017, para. 1). As
Heffernan (2017) noted, that executive action denied trans access by effectively making
one’s assigned-at-birth sex the determining factor for bathroom access. Other examples
of space choices include locker rooms, single gender dorm rooms, gyms, and
potentially single-gender colleges, shelters, and prisons.
Employment. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII) legally prohibits
employers from discriminating based on sex (Franklin & Chinn, 2017). On June 15,
2020, the Supreme Court delivered the 6-3 decision Bostock v. Clayton County,
Georgia, which extended the protections against employment discrimination (as outlined
in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964) to LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and trans)
persons (Hainsworth, 2020). Before this Supreme Court ruling, trans people were
excluded from that protection because Title VII defined sex narrowly as being
biologically linked to the male/female gender binary.
Federal data collection. Additionally, the Current Population Survey (CPS), the
largest federally supported population survey geared toward workforce data collection,
does not contain any measures to identify trans populations (Baker, 2014). The U.S.
Census and the Bureau of Labor Statistics administers the CPS every month among a
sample of households (N=60,000), provides the data for most of the official workforce
statistics in the United States used for research on employment, wages, and workforce
participation trends, and informs the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission anti-
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discrimination guidelines on workforce recruitment (Baker, 2014; Dunn, Haugen, &
Kang, 2018). The failure of the CPS to include data about trans people combined with
the lack of existing literature highlighting the career development/workforce experiences
of trans people illustrates the merit of conducting research that expands the knowledge
base of these experiences of trans people. Such research has the potential to influence
the necessary improvement of workforce legislation and regulations that cripple the
career trajectories of trans people (Baker, 2014). Additionally, such research may yield
insights into ways of positively impacting the career development and workforce
experiences of trans people in terms of human resource management practices, career
counseling, education resources, and workplace culture (McFadden, 2015; Rankin &
Beemyn, 2012; Riggle, 2011; Sangganjanavanich, & Cavazos, 2010). It is important to
note that an exploratory study was funded by the Department of Labor to determine the
practicality of adding gender identity questions to the CPS (Holzberg, Ellis, Virgile,
Nelson, Edgar, Phipps, & Kaplan, 2018). Gender identity questions have not been
added to the CPS. Despite the limitations of this study regarding the explanation of the
CPS and how the gender identity questions would be administered, transgender
respondents indicated that including gender identity questions would be important
information to collect on a large-scale government survey (Holzberg et.al., 2018).
Transitioning Gender and Identity
Transitioning from one gender to another is a complicated process that involves
substantial physical and socio-psychological changes that enable conversion from one
gender to another (Levitt & Ippolito, 2014; Sangganjanavanich & Headley, 2016).
Identity transitioning involves similar, though less medically dependent changes (Currin,
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Lee, Brown, & Hammer, 2017). Traversing the gender transitioning process is reliant on
a trans person’s ability to secure the critical resources necessary for their successful
transition (Budge, Tebbe, & Howard, 2010). However, trans people may face a
consistent denial of access to those resources, which delays their gender transition
process and further complicates their integration into the workforce (McKay, 2011;
Sawyer, Thoroughgood & Webster, 2016).
Additionally, trans people may face obtrusive challenges during the gender
transitioning process. Those challenges include experiencing higher rates of health and
wealth disparities from chronic and systemic discrimination and harassment,
unemployment or underemployment, homelessness, alcohol or substance misuse, and
sexual abuse as well as being subject to higher risks of poverty, incarceration, violence,
and suicide (Guadalupe-Diaz, & Anthony, 2017; Kattari, & Begun, 2017; Lytle, Blosnich,
& Kamen, 2016; Reisner et al., 2016; Singh, 2013). Other researchers found that those
rates and risks are far greater for trans youth and trans people of color (Grant et al.,
2011; Hughto, Reisner, & Pachankis, 2015). Identity transitioning also involves sociopsychological changes, and perhaps self-presentation changes, even when a trans
person does not choose concurrent gender transitioning (Levitt & Ippolito, 2014b). For
the purposes of this study, "identity transitioning" refers to the process by which a
person achieves a self-identity consistent with trans person. This process is not
contingent upon medically dependent changes, and is distinct, though often interrelated
with gender transitioning.
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Gender and Identity Transitioning at Work
Burnes et al. (2010) observed that the way trans people choose to identify and
express their gender is dependent on the individual, the fluidity of their selfidentification, and the level in which they feel comfortable in doing so. Trans people may
take on different degrees of masculine and feminine traits, modify their bodies to fit their
gender identity, or reinvent the notion of gender identity and subscribe to traits outside
the normative gender binary, thus challenging the binary perceptions of gender (Dietert,
& Dentice, 2009). Financial means is the crucial variable that buttresses the gender
transition process, though perhaps less critical for those pursuing an identity transition
not dependent on physical, medical, or legal changes. Levitt and Ippolito (2014)
observed that trans people postponed seeking the medical resources necessary for
gender transitioning because the expensive surgeries and pre- or post-operative care
costs combined with an inability to work during the process creates economic
challenges. Levitt and Ippolito (2014) also reported that trans people unable to pay the
associated gender transitioning costs faced the possibility of losing their jobs because of
a biased workplace unsupportive of their gender presentations and unwilling to curb
discriminatory practices.
Wallace (2010) used a grounded theory framework in a qualitative research
study based on semi-structured interviews of seven trans adults 18 years old or older.
Wallace’s research called attention to medically unsafe gender transitioning practices,
which trans people pursued as low-cost options to higher cost recommended practices,
as a consequence of the severe lack of financial resources endemic to trans people.
Wallace suggested financial planning and ability-to-pay assessments as an attempt to
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alleviate the financial gender transition burdens of trans people and curb the pursuit of
risky low-cost transition alternatives. However, Wallace did not address any career
development strategies that might provide the economic boost necessary to pursue
safer transition medical procedures.
Ruggs, Martinez, Hebl, and Law (2015) illustrated that trans people’ experiences
with discrimination and harassment routinely hobble their careers. Ruggs et al. (2015)
conducted a quantitative study where 118 trans participants were administered a Likert
scale survey to uncover how organizational support, coworker interactions, and the
degree of openness about trans identity influenced their perception of workplace
discrimination. The survey results supported the researchers’ hypotheses that
supportive organizational policies and resources plus workplace friendliness and
socializing opportunities with co-workers contributed to decreased perceptions of
workplace discrimination. However, Ruggs et al. acknowledged that their study lacked
an in-depth analysis of “differential outcomes” based on the type of organizational
supports trans people received when pursuing concrete occupation benefits such as
opportunities for promotions and pay increases (p. 409). Budge, Tebbe, and Howard’s
(2010) qualitative methodology utilized a semi-structured interview protocol rooted in
SCCT that focused on a trans person’s transitioning process in their workplace.
Analyzing the career development narratives of 19 trans-identified participants, Budge
et al. (2010) constructed a theoretical framework (Work Transition Model) that outlines
three phases of transitioning at work: pre-transition, during the transition, and posttransition (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Work Transition Model (Budge et al., 2010, p. 9)

Budge et al. (2010) identified a pre-transition phase that consists of the
participants’ preparation to initiate the gender transition process in the workplace. They
observed that preparation consists of overcoming both the psychological hurdle of
characterizing transitioning at work as being an untenable goal and the crippling anxiety
associated with hiding their trans identity at work. Budge et al. noted the overwhelming
emotional burden and suicide ideations the participants experienced from the
anticipation of negative reactions in the workplace toward their disclosed desire to
transition.
Budge et al. (2010) next described the transition phases of during the transition
and post-transition in the workplace as each having the same steps:
1. Coming out at work: The process of revealing in the workplace the
intention to engage in the gender transition process. Some of the
participants revealed they chose to disclose their transition goals in the
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workplace to a select few to gradually build ally support while others
mentioned they were outed to their workplace by those entrusted to be
discreet about the transitioning revelation. However, participants tended to
describe coming out to human resource personnel as a positive
experience.
2. First presentation at work: Presenting themselves as their self-identified
gender for the first time at work was a cathartic experience for the
participants in this study. The participants recognize that the process of
transitioning at work is a visible endeavor and therefore characterized the
process of passing at work (visible representation of the normative gender
characteristics they were transitioning toward) as being an important
metric in the gender transitioning process. Some participants who were
transitioning from male to female disclosed they “passed” effortlessly, but
others reported the retention of traditional masculine features such as a
deep voice.
3. Reaction of others at work: Although some participants were surprised by
the positive reaction and validation of their co-workers, half of the
participants chronicled negative experiences such as termination, physical
intimidation, and emotional abuse.
4. Affective and coping experiences: The participants recounted
experiencing a range of emotions in their coming out experience. These
feelings typically fluctuated between the relief and empowerment at finally
presenting themselves as their self-identified gender to the anxiety and
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fear resulting from the negative challenges to their gender transition.
Participants engaged in a reframing process and exercise of coping
strategies to minimalize the physio-psychological stresses incurred by
these challenges.
Career decision-making emerged as a process equal in importance to that of
transitioning from one gender to another in the workplace. Budge et al. (2010)
configured a Career Decision-making Model in addition to the Work Transition Model
that includes occupational barriers, occupational prospects, occupational aspirations,
taking action, occupational gratification, and contextual influences (see Figure 4). Their
study shed light on the participants’ perception of possible and actual career roadblocks
in the workplace resulting from discrimination due to trans personhood. Budge et al.’s
conception of occupational barriers included explicit discrimination, being fired, inability
to gain employment, and working for a devalued rate to remain employed.

Figure 4. Career Decision-Making Model (Budge et al., 2010, p. 13)
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The participants in Budge et al.’s (2010) study generally perceived that
expression of their trans identity severely limited their occupational prospects. However,
most of the participants perceived that the expression of their trans identity did not
change their occupational aspirations (defined as a participant’s desired career choices
based on interests and abilities). Budge et al. emphasized the importance of education
to the participants in acting to enhance their career trajectory; yet, although the
participants strongly indicated their desire to enhance their employment status via the
acquisition of new skills, the study did not explore concrete paths toward this goal
provided by the workplace or education conduits. Additionally, Budge et al. did not
correlate occupational satisfaction (described as what allowed the participants to be
happy in their current employment role) with occupational aspirations in terms of how
the participants’ level of happiness with their current role might prompt the pursuit of
career advancement within their employing organization.
Workforce Life Cycle
Cycle Overview and Relevance to Trans People
Although trans people may portray their workforce experiences in a positive light
(Budge et al., 2010), the challenges faced at each chronological stage of the workforce
life cycle in which they experience a workplace can undermine the emotional release
provided by their transition process (Irving, 2017; Mizock, & Mueser, 2014). Savitr &
Weber (2013) referred to those chronological stages as the workforce life cycle. They
described the workforce life cycle as comprised of five categories: employee selection,
career development, rewards and retention, performance management and succession
planning, and separation (p. 64).
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Employee Selection
The employee selection stage of the workforce life cycle entails the hiring
process, including application review, followed by candidate screening, interviewing,
and evaluation (Savitz & Weber, 2013). Hart and Hart (2018) noted that the answers to
questions asked of trans people on both the application and during the interview could
reveal their gender identity transition, which could invite discrimination during this initial
connection to an organization and terminate their chances of moving to the next stage
in the workforce life cycle. Others have reported that trans people also attribute their
difficulty in getting hired to the organizationally situated transphobic attitudes toward
their gender presentations received during the interview and evaluation phase of this
stage (Irving, 2017; Van Borm, & Baert, 2018).
Career Development
According to Savitz & Weber (2013), the career development phase of the
workforce life cycle includes the human resource support processes that support the
learning the skills/competencies necessary to position themselves for future career
transition/advancement opportunities within the organization. Although human
resources development practitioners are well-meaning in the organizational
advancement of trans people, they often fall short in terms of the knowledge required to
implement practical strategies that create positive and supportive workforce
experiences (Alexandra, Arevshatian, Booth, & Whittle, 2018; McFadden, 2015). For
example, human resource policies may require that trans people dress according to
conventional gender binary attire without regard to their preferred gender presentation
(Rumens, 2017). Additionally, healthcare benefit plans are federally regulated by the
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Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, which excludes gender identity
nondiscrimination provisions that could protect trans people pursuing healthcare
services from discrimination services (Antommaria, 2018; Schaaff, 2018).
Rewards and Retention
The rewards and retention stage of the workforce life cycle includes the
compensation and incentives an employee receives to remain employed with the
organization (Savitz & Weber, 2013). Schilt and Wiswall (2008) surveyed forty three
trans people concerning their wages and found that the hourly wages of all transgender
employees dropped after gender transition but MTF wage drops were greater than FTM
wage drops, highlighting existing gender wage gaps between men and women in the
labor market. Hughto, Rose, and Reisner (2017) conducted a quantitative analysis of
364 trans people and found that 57.7% earned less than $35,000 whereas 29.5% of
the general population earned less than $35,000 (Fontenot, Semega, & Kollar, 2018).
Low wages are often the result of some trans people only being able to secure entrylevel jobs due to the purposeful omission of employment history during the application
process to ensure their former gender identity remains private (Sangganjanavanich,
2009).
Performance Management and Workforce Planning
The performance management and succession planning juncture of the
workforce life cycle centers on the appraisal of a person’s mastery of critical job
competencies in the context of the organization’s economic output (Savitz & Weber,
2013). Bar, Jarus, Wada, Rechtman, and Noy (2016) highlighted that an increasing
number of trans people experience difficulty managing their performance in the
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workplace because the evaluation of occupational competencies uses binary gender
criteria. Thanem (2011) stated that gender expectations fueled by an organizational
culture that values gender stereotypes for job performance evaluations underpin those
performance management difficulties. Levitt and Ippolito (2014) reported that some
trans people delay altering their gender presentation because gender transitioning could
eclipse their perceived competence and create a hostile work environment. As such,
their passing as a normative representation of their preferred gender is important to
some trans people in gaining the same advantages in the workplace as their non-trans
co-workers (Mizock, Riley, Yuen, Woodrum, Sotilleo, & Ormerod, 2018).
Separation
The separation leg of the workforce lifecycle involves the process of terminating
employment, whether initiated by the employee or by the employer (Savitz & Weber,
2013). While some trans people choose to seek new employment post-transition to
keep their previous gender identity private (Sangganjanavanich, 2009), others separate
from their employment because of transphobic barriers. Mizok et al. (2018) outlined
these transphobia-related barriers in the workplace below (see Table 1).

Table 1. Transphobia-Related Barriers in the Workplace (Mizok et al., 2018, p. 277)
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Summary
The research concerning trans people is sparse and typically focused on the
negative social-economic, health, and education challenges and legislative impacts that
underlie the life experiences of trans people. There is even less research specifically
related to the career development and workforce experiences of trans people; what
does exist mostly describes the debilitating trends of hardships faced by trans people in
the workplace. Most of the relevant research has fixated on the adverse experiences
(without regard to the positive experiences) associated with self-identifying as a trans
person (Riggle, Rostosky, McCants, & Pascale-Hague, 2011). Therefore, I addressed
the research gaps revealed by this literature review by analyzing the career
development and workforce experience stories of trans people to uncover the career
development supports that are critical for addressing the career development needs of
trans people.
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Chapter Three: Methods
I used a narrative inquiry format in this study that provided those who would
typically go unheard a platform to negotiate their identities and tell their story and open
channels of narrative discourse that situate their meaningful lived experiences within a
macro socio-cultural framework thus revealing intrinsic and extrinsic career
development influences on trans people (Given, 2008; Riessman, 2008). As such, the
following research questions are used to guide this study:
1. How do trans people describe their career development experiences?
2. How do trans people describe their workforce experiences?
3. How can workplaces support their trans workforces?
Positionality
My research interest concerning trans people sparked on the first day I worked
as an academic advisor at the University of South Florida. A student came into my office
with his father and clearly articulated his pronouns and name. His father interrupted and
ordered me to use his birth name and feminine pronouns. Up to this point, I did not have
any direct experience with trans people, but I instantly felt a connection. I sensed that
this student was feeling the same negative feelings that I remembered from the times
when others challenged my identities. When I asked my colleagues about how to help
this student population, no one could offer any viable answers. I learned that day that
marginalized groups are treated poorly by the purposeful actions of others in addition to
the lack of education and inaction of others. As an educator, I saw this as an opportunity
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to tell the stories of trans people to help others understand the challenges they face and
the meaningful, resilient lives they live.
I self-identify as a cisgender gay Latinx person. Since I am not a trans person, I
do not have access to their experiences as a source for making meaning out the data
collected for this study. Therefore, my interpretation of the data collected for this study
may be influenced by not having that subjectivity. To mitigate that lack of subjectivity, I
asked the participants to review and approve their narrative through a member-checking
process. Therefore, I conducted this research with a heightened cognizance of cultural
sensitivity relating to the impact of the research process on the trans people
participating in this study.
Reflexivity Statement
I recognize that the intersectionality of my multiple identities (i.e., Latinx, male,
and gay) is a resource in the undertaking of this study. As such, I may relate my
personal experiences with the participants’ experiences to contextualize the
internal/external factors impacting their lives. However, I also recognize that as a
cisgender person, my experiences may not mirror trans persons’ experiences.
Research Design and Rationale
The overarching purpose of this qualitative study is to explore the career
development and workforce experiences of trans people. Qualitative investigative
methodologies focus on understanding the rich reflective textures of human experiences
while being sensitive to socio-cultural contexts (Astalin, 2013; Jackson, Drummond, &
Camara, 2007). Hence, qualitative research frameworks are particularly fitting in the
inductive examination of understudied populations (e.g., trans people) because they
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generate insightful/abstracted knowledge that is unobtainable through
deductive/quantitative logic (Bansal, 2018, Marshall et al., 2017). Additionally, the
systematic and rigorous analysis of qualitative data may instigate the development of
evidence-based and socio-culturally sensitive practice-informing guidelines that would
otherwise remain undiscovered (Granek & Nakash, 2016). As such, qualitative research
frameworks informed by Hale's (1997) suggested guidelines undergirded the research
design and rationale of this study.
Hale's Guidelines
It is important to note that as a cisgender person, my analytic lens was impacted
throughout this study as I implemented Hale's suggested guidelines in examining the
data. As a non-trans person writing about trans persons, it is critical to covey the
participant narratives without inadvertently bringing my cisgender perspective to the
forefront. I used Hale's (1997) suggested guidelines for non-trans people writing about
trans people as the ethical narrative inquiry blueprint governing the research design of
this study. I also adhered to Hale's (1997) guidelines to ensure that the research
analysis in this study is not reductive in framing trans people narratives as simple
illustrations of a monolithic social problem (Cain et. al., 2018). As specified by Hale's
(1997) guidelines, I did not model research methodologies that decentered trans
persons as objectified curiosities but rather embraced research processes that valued
the expertise and sovereignty of trans persons and the voices in which they articulated
their lived experiences.
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Narrative Inquiry
Erlington and Brysiewicz (2013) posited that truth and reality are firmly
entrenched in the narratives of our human experiences and intimately exist in the
varying perspectives of those telling the story. In other words, when we share or re-tell a
story, the words we choose are subconsciously shaped by our perspectives. Clandinin
(2013) observed that the relational nature of narrative inquiry requires the researcher to
reflect on who they are and how they connect to the phenomena under study; this
introspective exercise helps the researcher establish the theoretical justifications
necessary to inform the study. As such, I chose narrative inquiry as the broad qualitative
vehicle to conduct this study because this approach provides trans people an avenue to
“bring forth the voice and spirit” of their lived career development and workforce
experiences with “respect to the individual storytellers and a regard for the subjective
meaning carried within their stories” (Atkinson, 2007, p. 224).
Participant Recruitment and Selection
Participant Recruitment
Trans people are often characterized by researchers as a hard-to-access
population because they typically avoid disclosing their trans identities due to possible
stigmatizing social and/or legal repercussions and, therefore, present unique participant
recruitment challenges for research studies (Ettner, Monstrey, & Coleman, 2016;
Hughes, Emel, Hanscom, & Zangeneh, 2016; Melendez, Bonem, & Sember, 2006;
Rosser, Oakes, Bockting, & Miner, 2007). As such, I used a purposeful sampling
method in this study to recruit “information-rich” participants to “yield insights and indepth understanding” of the central issues important to this study (Patton, 2002, p. 273).
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I also used the snowball sampling method of asking initial participants to volunteer
information about this study to other potential participants under the premise that people
usually know others whose experiences mirror their own (Krysik & Finn, 2010). In
summary, I recruited a total of six individuals for this study who self-identify as being a
trans person (as defined in Chapter One) and who are employed full-time.
Participant pool. Since I used both purposeful and snowball sampling
techniques, I recruited six participants with varied demographics. When a person’s
social-cultural identities (i.e., race, ethnicity, gender, age, etc.) intersect with each
another, the result is a distinctive cultural experience that is subject to various power
dynamics (Crenshaw, 1989; Sevelius, 2013). As such, I recruited trans participants for
this study that represent a cross-section of various trans identities, races/ethnicities,
ages, and education and income levels.
Inclusion criteria. This study included six participants between the ages of 23
and 33 years old who have a trans person self-identity (as previously defined) and
current, full-time employment. This study defines full-time employment as an individual
participating in paid employment and works thirty hours or more a week for a calendar
month (Shared Responsibility for Employers Regarding Health Coverage, 2014; OECD,
2019). All occupational fields are eligible for study inclusion, regardless of position,
sector, or degree and credential requirement.
Exclusion criteria. This study excluded any individual who does not have a
trans person self-identity. Individuals who were not currently employed full-time were
also excluded from this study. Additionally, for homogeneity purposes, people under the
age of 18 or those older than 45 years were excluded from this study.
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Selection Procedures
I posted a study participation invitation flyer (Appendix II) in various transaffirming social media groups on Facebook and LinkedIn of which I am a member and
where study participation invitation flyers are allowed. The social media study
participation invitation flyer instructed potential participants to send me an email
indicating that they are interested in participating in the study. I responded to each email
inquiry with the following: an attached copy of this study’s Institutional Review Board
approval letter (Appendix III), an attached consent form containing my contact
information (Appendix IV), an explanation of the study’s purpose, an explanation about
why they are being asked to participate, study compensation information, an attached
15 minute demographic survey (see Appendix V), and a request to reply to that email
with their response as to whether they would like to be an official participant in this
study. Once the participants agreed to be an official participant in this study and
completed/submitted the signed informed consent form and inclusion/demographic
survey in their email response, I emailed them an explanation of confidentiality
procedures and assurances, and a request for their preferred dates and times to meet
and begin the interviewing process. Additionally, I implemented the snow-ball process
by instructing the recruited participants to pass along my contact information, as
provided in the introductory email, to others whom they feel may want to participate in
his study.
Compensation
Each of the six participants received a $150 gift card of their choosing upon the
completion of three interviews.
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Data Sources
Adapted Life Story Method
Narrative inquiry research methodologies are ideal for capturing the meaning
ascribed to an individual’s lived experiences (Clandinin & Caine, 2008). The temporal
and socio-cultural contexts of those narratives are equally critical in understanding how
those experiences become shaped and negotiated (O’Toole, 2018). Life story research
methods provide individuals a forum where their stories are not only heard and valued,
but also cultivate meaningful insights into the complex chemistry between their
experiences and the socio-cultural contexts in which they are lived (Cole & Knowles,
2001). Thus, life story research methods resist the concept of a meta-narrative by giving
marginalized groups a voice, means, and conduit for expressing their truths, which exist
in a multiplicity of truths, that confront hegemonic suppression (Tierney, 2000). As such,
since narrative inquiry is a hermeneutic research tool used to interpret the “texts that tell
the stories” (Patton, 2002, p. 118), I used an adapted life story narrative process in this
study to advance the understanding of the career development and workforce
experiences of trans people as constructed in their own words through the meaningmaking interpretation of how their lives interplay with social-cultural influences.
Semi-Structured Interviews
I used a semi-structured face-to-face interview approach in this study to facilitate
the collection of participants' narratives with a primary nexus to career development and
workforce experiences. Qualitative researchers use semi-structured Interviews (SSIs)
as a common method for collecting data because, although prompted by research
objectives, interviewees steer the SSI process by responding to prompts with what they
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find meaningful, which they base on the feelings, opinions, and experiences they find
most important (Brinkmann, 2014; Kallio, Pietila, Johnson, & Kangasniemi, 2016). The
flexible, open-ended design of SSIs allows the interviewer and interviewee the latitude
to explore spontaneous avenues of information relevant to the study that may arise
tangentially during the interview process (Galleta, 2012). In other words, SSIs allow
exploration of life stories that, while focused on uncovering experiences relevant to the
study, allow tapping into a strength of the narrative process, which is the natural,
spontaneous revelation of information by the interviewee that may reveal connections
unique to their perspective and thus not previously available or apparent to the
researcher. Additionally, SSIs is an effective qualitative method to underpin the
emerging research of trans persons (Pollock, & Eyre, 2012; Singh, Hays, & Watson,
2011; Staples et al., 2018). The SSIs took place at a mutually agreed upon location that
promotes privacy and discretion.
Career Development and Workforce Story Timeline Construct
Timeline construction is research tool that empowers the participants to visually
organize their meaningful life events and reinforces them as equal stakeholders in the
research process (Adriansen, 2012). Timelines are useful in detecting patterns over
time across the data collected (Patterson, Markey, & Somers, 2012). The participants of
this study were asked to construct a timeline of their career development story.
Participants were provided with deliberately broad instructions to allow for the creative
representations of timeline-worthy career development historical events (Kolar, Ahmad,
Chan, & Erickson, 2015).
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Data Collection
Career Development and Workforce Story Interview Protocol
McAdams (1985) asserts that people live their lives with purpose through the
construction of internalized/developing narratives of themselves. Operating under the
assertion that a person’s identity equates with a life story, the life story interview
protocol was developed to extract the identity-rich data from participant life stories
useful in understanding the complexities of the intersection of socio-cultural influences
on individual lives (McAdams, 2011). As such, the protocol used in this study was
adapted from McAdams's (2008) life story interview protocol to focus on the career
development and workforce story of the participants (see Appendix VI). Each participant
was interviewed on three separate occasions to provide them a comfortable experience
through familiarity/trust building, to capture the complexities of their experiences that
otherwise would remain uncharted with one-off interviews, and to prevent single session
interview-burnout (Read, 2018). Each interview was allotted two hours. The purpose of
each interview is detailed below.
Career development and workforce story: Interview one. This first interview
introduced the framework for conducting all three interviews. The interview focused on
asking the participants to organize their career development and workforce story into
chapters of a book that covers their life spans. The participants were asked to describe
and discuss the scenes that stood out as key to their recollections of their career
development story, such as scenes that centered on high, low, or turning points,
wisdom events, and religious, spiritual, or mystical experiences.
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Career development and workforce story: Interview two. The second
interview focused on pinpointing the various career development/workforce challenges
experienced by the participants. The two guideposts that drove this interview were:
1. What were the greatest career development and workforce challenges
experienced by the participants; and
2. How did they address and cope with these career development and
workforce challenges?
Career development and workforce story: Interview three. The goal of the
third and final interview was to allow the participants an opportunity to discuss their
future career development plans and projects. The participants were asked to consider
their past, present, and future career development chapters and discuss any major
themes that come to mind. Participants were also asked to reflect on and offer their
insights about the entire interview process. Lastly, the participants were asked to
construct a timeline of their career development story.
Data Analysis
Narrative Analysis
Coding process. I analyzed and manually coded the transcribed participant
interviews by identifying language that "symbolically assigns a summative, salient,
essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute" of the qualitative data (Saldaña, 2016, p.
15). I created a code book to document the codes ascribed to each participants'
interview transcription. Once the I completed the code book, I began the thematic
analysis process.
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Thematic analysis. I used thematic analysis in this study to assess the coded
data and identify experiential patterns across the participants’ narratives (Miller, 2018).
As such, I familiarized myself with the participants’ narratives through repeated data
immersion and highlighted similar themes across the code book. Through further
analysis, these similar themes were assigned meaning and grouped under metathemes. These meta-themes served as the data analysis foundation of this study.
Trustworthiness
To ensure trustworthiness, which means ensuring that all participant stories were
represented fully and authentically instead of truncated by the researcher, I followed
Hale's (1997) guidelines and used member checking (Birt, Scott, Cavers, Campbell,
Walter, 2016). Member checking is a qualitative technique used to confirm the credibility
of a study by allowing the research participants an opportunity to review and confirm the
collected data (Carlson, 2010). Participants of this study were asked to verify the
accuracy of all their interview transcriptions and given the opportunity to edit and clarify
their stories to ensure that their voices were correctly represented in this study.
Ethical Considerations
Given the delicate nature of the study topic coupled with the documented
stressors/vulnerabilities associated with being a trans person, the interview process
may have cause emotional distress as participants recounted sensitive memories.
Counseling referral information was made readily available for participants who needed
it. Also, protecting the confidentiality of the study participants is a top priority; however,
as with all research, there is a risk of breaching confidentiality. To minimize that risk, I
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used aliases (a color chosen by each participant), safeguarded all hardcopy and
electronic files, and insisted on the use of confidentiality agreements when appropriate.
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Chapter Four: Findings
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to explore the career development and workforce
experiences of trans people and to identify career development supports for the trans
workforce in their diverse workplaces. I used Hale’s (1997) suggested guidelines for
non-trans people writing about trans people and constructivism interpretive frameworks,
to inform my general research approach to trans scholarship. I employed social
cognitive career theory and minority stress theory to respectively examine the career
development experiences and workforce experiences of trans persons. I interviewed six
participants who met the study inclusion criteria and consented to this study; I audiorecorded, transcribed, and assessed their responses. In this chapter, I offer a synopsis
of the study participants and outline the findings using the following research questions
as a guide:
1. How do trans people describe their career development experiences?
2. How do trans people describe their workforce experiences?
3. How can workplaces support their trans workforces?
Participants
Six participants between the ages of 23 and 33 years old who also self-identified
as a trans person and are employed full-time consented to participate in this study.
Three participants (60%) identified as being a trans female/woman, two participants
(40%) identified as being a trans male/man, and one participant (20%) identified as
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being a non-binary trans person. Three participants (60%) identify as white, one (20%)
identifies as Hispanic, one (20%) identifies as Pacific Islander, and one (20%) identifies
with more than one race and ethnicity. In table 2, I outline the study participants
demographic information in more detail.

Table 2. Participant Demographics
Name
Green

Preferred
Pronouns
He/Him/His

Trans Identity

Age

Race/Ethnicity

Trans Male/Man

23

White

Non-binary Trans
Person
Trans
Female/Woman

30

White

27

Pacific
Islander

Highest Level
Education
Baccalaureate
degree
Baccalaureate
degree
Baccalaureate
degree

Purple

They/Them

Yellow

She/Her/Hers

Gray

He/Him/His

Trans Male/Man

24

Hispanic

Master's
Degree

Lavender

She/Her/Hers

Trans
Female/Woman

29

White

Baccalaureate
degree

Baby
Blue

She/Her/Hers

Trans
Female/Woman

33

Multi

Baccalaureate
degree

Yearly
Income
More than
$50,001
More than
$50,001
Between
$25,000 and
$37,500
Between
$25,000 and
$37,500
Between
$37,501 and
$50,000
Between
$37,501 and
$50,000

Participant Pseudonyms
I asked the participants to choose a color as a pseudonym to maintain their
anonymity and engage them in the meaningful process of reflecting on how a color is
representative of them and their experiences. Additionally, my intent in having the
participants being represented by a color of their choosing was to steer the consumption
of the study findings away from gender norm expectations. The first participant I
interviewed chose the pseudonym "Gray" and explained that like the color gray, his
identities did not exist in a binary of black and white but rather somewhere in the middle.
After my interview with Gray, I assumed that the other participants of the study would
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have an equally significant meaning associated with the color pseudonym they chose.
However, this was not the case. The other participants chose their pseudonym simply
based on their favorite color.
Participant Narrative Summaries
I composed the following narrative summaries unique to each participant three
individually audio-recorded and transcribed interviews:
Green. Green’s narrative demonstrates that he is not necessarily ambitious in
seeking the career development and workforce goals like many of the other participants.
Much of Green’s narrative was dedicated to gaining a greater sense of confidence in his
career development trajectory and cultivating workplace satisfaction within the
technology sector. Green’s narrative challenged the notion that all trans persons
experience frequent instances of transphobic discrimination particularly from their family
members. On the contrary, Green was supported by his family throughout the
transitioning process and considered himself "lucky" in this regard. Green's narrative
also highlights that there is a level of privilege in being able to “fly under the radar”.
Green speaks to being able to pass as a cisgender (albeit, often gay) male in the
workplace. Green embraced being able to pass as a cisgender gay man because of the
safety it afforded him. This is a departure from his early career development stages
considering that it was important to him to be an openly trans person when he was a
college student.
Purple. Purple's career development and workforce story demonstrates how
workplaces can both be supportive and denigrating for a trans person. Early in Purple's
career development trajectory, Purple's graduate advisor not only refuses to affirm their
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trans identity, but actively challenges their identity also forces them out of their graduate
program. This negative experience still informs the way in which Purple perceives their
workplace environment: Purple is cautious and finds it hard to preliminarily trust that the
workplace leadership is able and willing to support trans individuals. However, Purple,
when under the supervision of competent and supportive leaders, they excel and can
confidently manage and mentor others in the workplace.
In addition to the trauma of experiencing the rejection of their advisor and
subsequent dismissal from the graduate program, Purple begins to question their career
choice given that they had not developed the “resume” necessary to be competitive on
the job market. Purple then decides to cultivate queer connections to assist them in
navigating the labor market. Purple gained her current employment through a queeridentified peer they met through a networking event. Purple then decides to “pay it
forward” and assist other-queer-identified persons in securing employment. Purple
found comfort and satisfaction in this community-oriented approach which seeks to
intentionally subvert systems of oppression which would otherwise prevent queer
individuals from accessing employment opportunities.
Yellow. Yellow actively leveraged the traumatic experiences in her life as a
conduit for self-healing and self-learning. Yellow’s story highlights: early traumas of her
parental abandonment, repeated sexual assaults, her survival of physical violence, and
personal health challenges. Rather than succumb to these traumas, Yellow transformed
these traumas by catalyzing them into productive career pathways within the non-profit
sector in which education and advocacy is at the forefront. Yellow's determination to
focus her advocacy for others on increasing awareness for issues of racial and other
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societal injustices naturally extended into her career development and workforce
journey. Yellow chose to work for organizations whose purpose, like hers, is to expose
systems of oppression.
Yellow also upholds her education ideals despite being physically attacked in
Philadelphia, she uses her case as a form of education in her testimony against the
perpetrator to publicly disrupt invisible systematic injustices. Yellow also speaks of
being asked to tour colleges and help educate others regarding the trans community
and other LGBTQIA persons. Additionally, Yellow recognizes the willingness of her
leaders to lead authentically and if they fail to rise to the cause, she is quick to sever
ties with them or confront them with her concerns. In this way, she subverts being a
passive recipient of microaggressions, hostility, and indifference.
Gray. Gray indicates that there is a collection of mundane jobs at the beginning
of his career development and workforce story and expresses that in spite of not finding
the work fulfilling, his work ethic mandated that he execute his job duties in stellar
fashion. Gray then graduates college and lands his first full-time role as a government
clerk. In this role, gray finds great importance in the recognition of his competence in the
workplace from his peers and supervisors that seems to supersede his recognition as a
trans person. Additionally, he valued having supervisors that were helpful and
supportive of him. Gray goes on to explicitly share how impactful he felt their leadership
and emotional support to be in his development as a new and young full-time
professional. Gray does not explicitly link their support to be directly tied to his trans
identity and discloses that no one at his first full-time job knew that he was a transman.
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In fact, Gray finds that his complete external recognition as a man first occurs in
this role and as such, recognizes the privilege he may have been afforded as evidenced
by being promoted over more experienced women colleagues. Gray sees this
promotion as also being a reward of his work ethic, but also recognizes that his former
identity of a woman elicited the same barring of advancement he now recognizes has
propelled him forward as a man. Additionally, Gray’s intersectional identities of being a
man and Latino emerges as a source of privilege for him. He offers an example of his
father's Latino "machismo" when his father tries to educate him in how to exude strong
and aggressive masculine pride.
Lavender. Lavender is acutely aware of her privilege moving through her career
development and workforce pathways as a socioeconomically privileged, white, and
well-educated person. In many regards, these factors influence the actions and level of
awareness that Lavender displays throughout her narrative. For example, she openly
shares that very early on in her formative years, she was somewhat positioned to
pursue a rather safe and lucrative occupation in software development. Despite
acknowledging this privilege, much of Lavender’s reflections throughout their narratives
express a level of surprise that she receives a significantly high level of support from
peers and others that she encounters in the workplace.
When Lavender self-acknowledged that she is a trans woman, she does not
allude to many childhood experiences in which she felt a bourgeoning sense of
difference, although she later states after coming out to her ex-wife that the signs had
always been there. For Lavender, this realization comes as a more matter of fact aspect
of identity that was always there just beneath the surface simply awaiting discovery as
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opposed to an ongoing psychological conflict. Upon embracing this realization,
Lavender became increasingly frustrated with her first job because she felt
disconnected from her workplace which she characterized as lacking affirmation. She
then transferred to another company in which her trans identity is affirmed and her
technical skills celebrated.
Baby Blue. Baby Blue describes herself as a “hustler”. She explicitly
differentiates herself from what she considers to be a traditional “hustler” in that she is
incredibly proud and vocal that she never felt compelled to rely on traditional hustle
tactics of stripping, convenient romantic partnerships with wealthier men, or using sex
work as a method of generating income for herself. Instead Baby Blue proudly shares
that her ability to generate income for herself had always come from being “business
minded." Early in her career development, Baby Blue using her culinary skills, graphic
design knowledge, and makeup artistry as various methods to financially support
herself.
Baby Blue has consistently demonstrated the ability to pivot quickly and
successfully to overcome career development and workforce challenges. For example,
Baby Blue’s is, at first, unsure about beginning a career as makeup artist, but this is
quickly eschewed. This same confidence in her own capacity is further demonstrated in
Baby Blue’s entry into drag in which she approaches the possibility of performing in
drag not as some impossible task that is beyond her range of achievement, but instead
as a very surmountable and lucrative occupation that could give her maximum reward
with minimum effort.
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Baby Blue’s workplace experiences in two different retail stores demonstrates
disparate moments in her career development where her bourgeoning trans identity was
accepted in one place and rejected in the other. These two experiences highlight
moments in which Baby Blue expresses both the desire to be seen for who she is as a
Black trans woman and for being acknowledged for her talent and aptitude as an
employee. Baby Blue seems to feel most rewarded in roles that allow her to show up as
her authentic self, but not be seen as a monolithic or one dimensional character who is
solely categorized and limited by her aesthetic choices and presentations.
Findings
Research Question One
For research question one, I sought to answer how trans people describe their
career development experiences. Career development experiences denote the
knowledge or skills a person gains as they encounter on-the-job learning events through
work, and how they leverage these experiences to position themselves for career
transition/advancement (Patton & McMahon, 2014). As such, the core elements of
Social Cognitive Career Theory (self-efficacy, outcome expectations, and goals)
assisted my understanding of how the participants of this study framed their abilities to
undertake the career development process and the result of that undertaking, and how
this framing influenced the participants’ career development goals.
Career Development Themes. In response to research question one, the
themes I developed from exploring the participants’ descriptions of their career
development experiences are as follows: Career Clarity, Technology Tendencies, Social
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Support, and Resilience. Table 3 summarizes the career development themes I
highlighted in the study findings.

Table 3. Summary of Career Development Themes
Career Development Themes
Theme

Theme Description

Career Clarity

Discussion of pivotal transitional career development moments

Technology Tendencies

Discussion of the gravitation toward technology-centered career
development pathways
Discussion of support systems related to trans experiences and career
development
Discussion of resilience throughout the career development trajectory

Social Support
Resilience

Career clarity. Blue, Gray, and Yellow experienced a moment of career clarity
by recognizing an internal locus of control and eschewing external (e.g., societal and
familial) pressures in their career development pursuits. These moments of career
clarity prompted the participants to actively seek out opportunities to develop the
skills/competencies necessary to position themselves for career transition opportunities.
For example, to better fulfil her own desires, Baby Blue described the following
epiphany where she realizes that embracing her authentic self and beginning to learn
the skills/competencies necessary to pursue a career in drag performance should be
her main career development motivation rather than money:
Being in that job and having given up everything for the money, I realized that
that wasn't good. So, my turning point moment was this move. This move was
kind of like, "Okay, we realize what's going on here. You're not happy because
you're not being yourself, you're not living your life authentically, you're not doing
what you're supposed to be doing (Baby Blue).
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Gray had a similar epiphany regarding the urgency to learn the skills/competencies
necessary to position himself for a successful future career transition into the cyber
security sector:
So, there was this increasing sense of what the heck am I doing with my life?
Why does nothing feel fulfilling? … Had an epiphany while I was turning the
screwdriver fixing this computer at a hospital…. I really need to feed my soul….. I
need to gear myself not towards money (Gray).
Yellow’s career development clarity moment was realized after she experienced a
heart-attack which encouraged her to reflect on how she should move forward in her
career trajectory by learning the skills/competencies necessary to begin a business
catered to connecting trans persons to vital resources. She stated:
Well, I had a life-changing experience over the last year. Last May, I had a heart
attack due to overworking myself…And I had realized... "Am I even ready to
move forward with this career?"… I think that if I really, really wanted to pursue
what I've always wanted, it would be to actually open my own business, a trans
resource center. I think that a lot of the nonprofits that are created to support
trans and LGBT communities are not ran by communities of color. They are not
ran by the very people that are affected by the things that happen every single
day. And so, my hope is to really create a trans, people-of-color-led organization
to really support our brown and black communities of color, and really navigate
the conversations to best support the marginalized communities (Yellow).
Social Cognitive Career Theory (SCCT) underscores the relationship of selfefficacy, goal setting, and outcome expectations of an individuals’ career development
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pursuits with the internal/external dynamics that affect workplace satisfaction and
wellbeing (Lent & Brown, 2006). Through the lens of SCCT, the career clarity
experienced by Blue, Gray, and Yellow was prompted by their conceptualization of their
career paths being driven by the alignment of their trans identities with self-fulfillment
and work satisfaction. As such, rather than solely focus on financial gain, Blue, Gray,
and Yellow were emboldened to pursue their desired career goals that the selfacceptance of their trans identities helped to illuminate. In Blue’s case, she secured a
mentorship relationship in the drag performance arena. In Gray’s case, he obtained
academic credentialling to transition his career. In Yellow’s case, she leveraged the
introspection prompted by a serious health issue to go forward with her plan to open her
own resource center for Trans individuals.
Technology tendencies. Many of the participants at the time of their interviews
were either currently or formally employed in the technology sector. The gravitation of
most of the participants toward technology-driven jobs seems to support that there is a
career development attraction toward pathways that prioritized critical thinking, problemsolving, and adaptability -- skills each participant frequently used in disclosing their
trans-identity to others and in navigating any hostility toward their trans-identity.
Lavender pointed out in her interview:
The whole computer science discipline is just something that comes naturally to
me, very much logic and language kind of the intersection there, plus some
creative problem solving with that. It's interesting, there's kind of a stereotype,
especially trans women my age that a lot of us are software developers or in tech
in some way, at least I should clarify within my social stratum…. And I think the
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people who tend to gravitate towards software development also tend to be
pretty open-minded, but I think it's absolutely mandatory because the field
changes so much. It's like constant flux. Literally all the time, the frameworks we
use, languages we use change underneath us on a monthly basis, if not weekly
(Lavender).
SCCT suggests that a person’s perceived catalogue of skillsets influences their desired
career trajectory and goals (Lent, Brown, & Hackett, 1994). Lavender exemplifies this
SCCT tenet in that the skillsets she developed while navigating being a trans person
translated well in her career development as both prioritized creative thinking, openmindedness, and flexibility.
Social support. Most participants discussed the importance of support systems
in helping trans persons understand what skills/competencies are necessary to
successfully transition from one career to another. Baby Blue stated:
I took drag on a completely different level…the focus and the goal was to be a
woman. So, the focus and the goal became very important in that everything I did
was about saving my money for my transition… [State redacted] opened my door
to multiple trans women, successful trans women. Women who have everyday
jobs and people who are successful drag queens, pageant queens, all kinds of
things, things I never could have found in [State redacted]. Women of color doing
this as well because everybody I knew in [State redacted] was either doing
prostitution, escorting, or just living off of some rich person who pretty much took
care of them because they love that kind of deal (Baby Blue).
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Purple stated:
I try and just hear where they are at, where they're going, and in my head, try to
connect people together. Like, "Oh, you're trying to develop a burgeoning art
career? Well, I can connect you with some other queer people I know that are
also trying to do the same thing. We can all help each other out," kind of thing…I
was just getting to know her, then we were talking about career stuff, and one
thing led to another, and that's how that all lined up (Purple).
Within an SCCT framework, the interplay of goals, outcome expectations, and
self-efficacy with a person’s attributes and their environment influences their career
development trajectory (Lent, Brown, Hackett, 2000). Therefore, SCCT provided a
useful framework in understanding how social supports (environmental influences)
influenced Baby Blue’s and Purple’s career development. As a trans woman of color
(personal attribute), Baby Blue believed in her capacity to forge a new career pathway
(self-efficacy) to save money for her gender transition while also earning a living within
an industry where other trans women of color exemplified successful career
development outcomes (goals and outcome expectations) qualifying them to serve as
mentors (social supports). In Purple’s case, they discussed the significance of
leveraging their successful career development strategies related to networking to
provide social support for other trans individuals. In this regard, Purple served as an
environmental influence on the goals, outcome expectations, and self-efficacy of other
trans individuals thus helping to shape the course of their career development.
Resilience. Most of the participants described moments in their career
development trajectory that despite moments of failure or trauma, they persevered.
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Resilience became a skill these participants leveraged to achieve their career
development goals. Throughout Yellow’s story, we encounter early traumas of her
parental abandonment, repeated sexual assaults, and her survival of physical violence.
It seems that Yellow's traumatic experiences informed her stance that education and
advocacy can help marginalized groups. Yellow parlayed these insights into viable
career development pathways. Likewise, because Baby Blue experienced rejection of
her burgeoning trans identity early on in her career development trajectory, she
established herself as both an autonomous agent of her own life who is unwilling to be
victimized, and as a person of profound ingenuity capable of exercising all of her skills
to not only survive, but to thrive. Baby Blue stated the following about her former
supervisor:
She took her glasses off and she says, "You're just too much. You're too much."
She's like, "The clothing, the make-up, the hair. It's too much." She's like, "When
I hired you, that is not who I hired and it's too much and you need to tone it down
and be the person that I hired and not this." And when she said it, you know how
in movies, in your head, you picture the conversation going completely
differently, and then you come back to reality and you're like, "I can't do that,"
because if I do that, I'll probably either A; go to jail, or B; be fired on the spot. And
I was like I'm pretty sure that's what she wants at this point, she's eliciting a
response. So I politely said, "You know what? I'm sorry you feel that way. I can't
help that and I'm not gonna stop because I have permission to be who I am," and
that's all I said.
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Gray realized that as his career development path moved him beyond food
service jobs, he knew that he was not a failure despite previous career development
setbacks. This in turn fostered the “rising” and “blooming” stage of his career
development trajectory where he leveraged his resilience into landing an ideal job.
Although Gray's experience here is also common with people who do not identify as
being a trans person, it is important to note that it is critical in Gray's narrative that
privacy takes center stage. In other words, Gray underscores the value of rarely being
recognized as a person with a trans identity. This is a source of resilience for Gray.
Gray stated:
This is one of the first jobs that I've been able to actually apply everything that I
learned in school, for realsies, so it makes me feel kind of explosive. I'm really
flowering, and people can rely on me, I'm not just someone that got hired
because of whatever. I'm really showing myself to be someone that people can
rely on (Gray).
Lavender’s frustration with her first job in which she felt no sense of connection
was also a significant revelation because Lavender found it essential that her workplace
culture be a place of affirmation that led to a greater awareness of self as opposed to a
place to simply collect a check for her services. We see the vast difference in her sense
of satisfaction after transferring to another company in which she is affirmed in her
trans-identity and regarded as an advisor helping other employees with their software
concerns. As such, like Gray, Lavender chose not to define herself as a failure despite
numerous career development roadblocks. Lavender stated:
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It’s kind of an idea that, failing is okay. That was something I didn't think was true,
for a long time. Like., I just... Part of it was that I wasn't experienced with failure,
and I was reluctant to try in certain contexts. But you know I failed multiple times
in college, I failed to find a job in [City redacted]. I failed at a job in [City
Redacted], even with all that. I learned from all of it, and I came out of all of it,
and I feel like I'm stronger for it (Lavender).
Purple recounted the trauma they experienced in which their graduate advisor
not only belittles Purple for their disclosure of their trans identity, but also forces Purple
out of their graduate program. Subsequently, Purple was left feeling a sense of
confusion and hurt from the experience in addition to facing the uncertainty of how to
integrate successfully in the labor market post their graduate program ouster. Purple
then found solace and inspiration in helping others which in turn helped them process
this trauma and move forward in their career development trajectory. Purple stated:
I was looking back on just how I ended up where I am and how it seems like
every few months I end up some place completely different than where I thought
I was gonna be in the next few months, and how all of these little serendipitous
connections just keep lining up and building on each other. And how I am
benefiting from these little positive experiences. And that, for me, reaffirmed that I
should be trying in every interaction that I have to try and make it a meaningful
one for that other person. And this is pretty much piggybacking off of the previous
scene, where I, just as a general life philosophy, trying to affirm for myself that it's
really important that we are always looking out for ways to help each other and
support each other because our culture, our society doesn't do a good job of that.
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And it's been mostly through support and intervention within the community that
has helped me get to where I am. And just all of these things just ever so
perfectly lined up, and that I want to do everything I can, in every small way I can,
to just help nudge people in the direction that's best for them (Purple).
SCCT posits that self-efficacy (the belief in one’s ability to accomplish a task),
outcome expectations (the interpretation of the results of a task), and goals (the intent to
pursue a task) are influenced by intrinsic and extrinsic variables and inform the career
decision-making process (Lent, Brown, & Hackett, 1994; Brown & Lent, 2019;
Thompson, Dahling, Chin, & Melloy, 2017). In their adaption of SCCT, Dickey,
Walinsky, Rofkahr, Richardson, & Juntunen (2016) conclude that trans persons can
successfully leverage the problem-solving skillsets they acquired resolving challenges
during their gender transition process to address career development roadblocks. As
such, SCCT was useful in examining how Yellow, Baby Blue, Gray, Lavender, and
Purple harnessed the skills they learned during while managing their gender transitions
in their resilient career development responses to their traumas or failures. In this
regard, Yellow actively used her traumatic experiences as the conduit toward her own
self-healing and self-learning that also informed her career interests, choices, and
goals. This is also evidenced by Baby Blue’s remarkable sense of defiant confidence in
her own capacity to learn and excel, and ability to quickly reinsert herself into the labor
market under her own terms. Both Gray and Lavender chose not to succumb to their
failures, but rather learn from these experiences and forge ahead in pursuit of achieving
their career development goals. Purple parlayed their traumatic experience into a self-
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affirming endeavor by creating positive and meaningful interactions with other people
thereby creating career development opportunities for themself.
Research Question Two
For research question two, I sought to answer how trans people describe their
workforce experiences. Workforce experiences represent the knowledge or skills a
person gains via the engagement with and observation of the events specifically
occurring in their place of paid employment, or while they are involved in the employee
screening process of a particular organization. As such, Minority Stress Theory (MST)
assisted my understanding of how the participants navigated their gender, identity, and
career transitions in the workplace while simultaneously managing workplace
challenges through resilience building strategies.
Workforce Themes. In response to research question two, the themes I
developed from examining the participants’ descriptions of their workforce experiences
are as follows: Gender Transition in the Workplace and Workplace Mentorship. Table 4
summarizes the workforce themes I analyzed in this study.

Table 4. Summary of Workforce Themes
Workforce Themes
Theme

Theme Description

Gender Transition in the Workplace

Discussion of transitioning from one gender to another in the
workplace
Discussion of mentorship in the workplace related to trans
experiences

Workplace mentorship

Gender transition in the workplace. Most of the participants discussed their
experiences navigating their identity and/or gender transition from one gender to
another in the workplace. Baby Blue stated:
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I went through some turmoil at that job because I was the first ever person to be
gender ambiguous, we'll say, at the time because I would go... A lot of times I
didn't wear bras, wore tight pants. I didn't always tuck. I was an anomaly, but I
had good sales whenever I did these things…[Human Resources and the
regional director] didn't wanna take it from me. My manager at the time didn't
want me to be that way. That's not how she hired me, that's not what she
wanted. So, it was my first time ever facing adversity in the workplace for being
myself. And I say "for being myself" because at this time, I still hadn't completely
identified as trans (Baby Blue).
Gray stated:
The interview, the average process, I was [Gray], he, him, no one ever saw me
and saw a girl. No one saw she, her, nothing, no one would know, which was
absolutely foreign to me. So, this was very important to me too (Gray).
Lavender stated:
So, I sort of came out to myself on a vacation over that Christmas break. It was
probably like January 3rd, 2019 that I actually first said the words to myself, "I am
a woman". Look in the mirror and look me in the eyes and say that. And that was,
I just felt elated at that point. And I immediately knew like, "I have to tell
everyone. I have to like actually do this. I just can't not transition at this point
(Lavender).
MST provides an analytical guide in understanding how Baby Blue and Gray
navigated their gender and identity transitions in the workplace by employing strategies
for cultivating resilience in response to the additional stressors catalyzed by the external
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resistance to these transitions (Breslow, Brewster, Velez, Wong, Geiger, & Soderstrom
2015; Veles, Moradi, & Brewster, 2013). Baby Blue discussed the turmoil she
experienced when reconciling her trans identity in the workplace when a supervisor was
not supportive. Baby Blue persevered with the blessing of the company by validating
her burgeoning trans identity with her stellar job performance and thus mounting an
effective coping response to her supervisor-induced transphobic workplace stressors.
Blue stated about her former supervisor:
She made it her personal goal to find every reason possible to ruin me. And this
woman really tried her hardest to make me look bad. In my review, she would
write ridiculous things…And that's when I realized that she was just out to get
me. ..So I went in the office and we were talking and she's ripping me a new one
and I said, "You know what? In all honestly, just tell me what the problem is,
because when I started this job, you were not like this. You had no issues with
me, you did not dislike the way that I was working. You were more
understanding." I was like, "Now, all of a sudden... " I was like, "And don't tell me
that it's someone else, because I've talked to all of the higher-ups and they are
completely fine with me, they're completely fine with my numbers and my
reviews, so please explain to me why you? What did I do to you?" I remember
the look on her face and she was just flustered, and she's a middle-aged white
woman and she was flustered and she shook her head.
Gray exemplified a line in his career development timeline construct poem (I am
all go and there is a hunger in me that - Has erupted; he will be seen, Appendix VII)
when discussing his career trajectory. During Gray’s early jobs he felt the need to
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ameliorate the additional stressors associated with process of his gender transitioning
by being vocal in the workplace about the gender transitioning steps he was taking (i.e.
preferred pronouns and beginning testosterone). As Gray progressed through his
gender transition and career transitions, Gray found validation in that he did not have to
announce his gender transition in the workplace like he had in previous jobs thus
alleviating the additional stressors of navigating the perceptions of his co-workers. Gray
stated:
I had only been on testosterone for about four months. The interview, the
average process, I was Gray, he, him, no one ever saw me and saw a girl. No
one saw she, her, nothing, no one would know, which was absolutely foreign to
me. So this was very important to me too.
MST suggests that internal factors can also either aggravate or mitigate stressors
in the workplace contingent on whether a trans person uses their trans identity as a
source of resiliency in their coping strategies (Meyer, 2003). Lavender, in reference to
her not coming out as a trans woman at work yet, noted that it was “weird” for her in that
“having a set of co-workers who think about you in a way that you know you are not."
The additional stressors of concealing her gender identity in the workplace were
mitigated by her pivotal self-actualization moment where she embraced her gender
identity and decided to tell “everyone." It is important to note that Lavender also
described being intentional about to whom at work she should reveal her gender
identity. During a business trip, Lavender chose to reveal her gender identity to her coworker because “he's one of the most sensitive people I've met in my entire life, which I
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don't know if I was just really, really lucky that he happened to also [be] the other person
on my project or what, but I came out to him. He was really, really supportive.”
Workplace mentorship. Most participants in the study were heavily invested in
providing social support to fellow trans individuals in the workplace and being mentors
to other trans/queer co-workers. Yellow is perhaps amongst the most vocal in what she
perceives as her obligation to not only educate and mentor younger trans persons of
color in the workplace, but also serve as their advocate. As such, Yellow spoke to the
importance of openly confronting transphobic practices in a workplace in support of a
trans co-worker of color. Yellow stated:
Their purpose here is to be able to build stability and be a productive member of
this community. But you are afraid of losing funding because you're exposing
somebody with an identity that you're not familiar with, to funders who have very
specific religious preferences." …I think that it is difficult, especially as a minority
and as a person of color, sometimes we do feel silenced. And sometimes we do
feel like we don't have the power to speak up to "powerful white people," white
men in particular. But I needed to know... I needed people to know that I'm not
afraid to challenge the normative (Yellow).
MST posits that the negative effects of transphobic workplace stressors can be
mitigated by coping mechanisms empowered through workplace support structures
(Budge et al.2013). Most of the participants expressed strong desires to serve as the
workplace support structure for younger, less experienced trans individuals. They
ascribed the concept of “helper” or “teacher” to each workplace role. In general, the
participants described not simply being satisfied with achieving managerial expectations
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and occupational goals, but rather professed a desire to support others and mentor
them on how to improve or complete tasks so they would not experience the same
additional stressors related to their gender/identity the participants had experienced.
Additionally, in an effort to contribute to a trans-supportive workplace
environment, many participants expressed the desire or a feeling of obligation to be a
source of education for non-trans or non-queer co-workers in increasing their
understanding of the trans community. Gray takes it upon himself to be a source of
learning for a white cisgender male at his job that engages in problematic behavior.
These efforts were undertaken by the participants to abate the expectations and
instances of discrimination (MST factors) by fostering a teacher/learner relationship.
Research Question Three
For research question three, I sought to answer how workplaces can support
their trans workforce. The participants indicated three areas in which workplaces can
supports their trans workforce: Self-expression Support, Supervisor Support, and
Human Resources Support. Each area of support is expanded below. I also included a
section on Forms of Privilege that illustrates how the participants recognize that they
may have received trans-affirming support as a benefit of their privileges.
Self-Expression Support. All the participants felt that it was critical to
authentically express themselves in the workplace. Most spoke positively of employers
that permitted them to express themselves freely and had supportive structures in place
such as trans-affirming human resource protocols. Lavender felt a sense of deep
connection and loyalty to workplaces where co-workers made her feel safe and visible.
Lavender stated:
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Jeff, my co-worker, and I went to get tacos at this one place. After that, I was
driving the rental car and just said, "I need to talk to you about something," pulled
off in a parking lot, and stopped, and came out to him. I chose specifically him
because he's one of the most sensitive people I've met in my entire life, which I
don't know if I was just really, really lucky that he happened to also the other
person on my project or what, but I came out to him. He was really, really
supportive. His brother is actually gay, and his significant other is nonbinary, so
he has exposure to it. He's not... He wasn't totally taken out of the blue. I also
asked him, "Is it okay for me to come out here? Because I can't stay like this, I
can't keep presenting as my assigned gender," and he said, "Yeah, oh,
everyone's gonna be so cool. Everyone's gonna be really, really supportive."
For some participants, authentic expression did not necessarily mean being able
to disclose their trans identity to their colleagues or supervisor, but rather being able to
wear the type of clothes they desired and engage in the form of presentation of self that
they felt was most fitting for themselves. Baby Blue correlated authentic expression and
letting others know about her trans identity in the workplace with the development of
career ambition and upward mobility. Blue stated:
You have to be smart and you have to be safe... And I say to you, "Hey, this is
who I am, this is what I am, these are my expectations. What are your
expectations of me?" We set a standard that way if I run into an employee who's
disgruntled or offended or nasty there's no, "Whoa, you didn't tell me."…Because
the second your secret gets out... Actually, let me rephrase that, the second you
make something a secret is the second you put yourself in danger. You make it
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something that puts people on ease or on edge or whatever you wanna call it.
For me I went in blind that I don't run around the floor saying, "Hey, I'm trans or
whatever." I don't tell everybody my personal business, run my mouth, whatever.
I work as a woman, that's all anybody needs to know. If they see booty, they see
titties, they don't ask no questions. It's really that simple, everybody's on that
level. I know some people probably look at me and kinda go, "Uh... She kind of
manly or whatever, she got arms, or whatever." But I'm not there to impress
nobody, I'm not there to find my future husband. I'm there to get a paycheck and
do a job. And that's how I've always gone into each job. And I'm like, I need to
know that I'm safe and I need to know that you're safe, I need to know that I'm
gonna be in a friendly environment and if there is somebody I need to be worried
about, I need to know so that I can remove myself from the situation or put
myself in a better situation. I never wanna be in a situation where I have to rely
on somebody who's terrified of me or who's offended by me.
Baby Blue saw her unapologetic forwardness with their trans-identities as an effective
method in deciding if a workplace was an appropriate employment fit for her. On the
other hand, Gray chooses to ease into his trans-identity disclosure as opposed to
leading with it to prevent others from unintentionally contributing toward his dysphoria.
Gray stated:
The thing about coming out as a trans person is that there's this added level of a
privacy invasion because everyone and I say everyone, and I mean everyone,
immediately thinks about my genitalia. I don't want you thinking about my
genitalia, I don't need your thinking about that when you're looking at me. It's the
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source of my absolute biggest dysphoria…It's the part of me that is the cause of
all these things, that's why I'm trans, right? So I don't need you thinking about
that. And most people are gonna ask about that because they don't know that
that's rude. They should know thats rude to ask because they don't go around
asking cis people, "Oh, do you have a blank or not a blank," you know what I
mean? They're not doing that, but when you come out as a trans person, there's
this level of like... You have to either be prepared to... No, you have to be
prepared to answer all those questions because they're gonna have them…So
once I feel safe enough with someone, I will reveal that to them. But the thing is,
this was my first job where I was seen complete...
Supervisor Support. All participants noted the importance of having the support
of a supervisor regarding their feeling a sense of comfort and acceptance in the
workplace. The desired and received support was not always directly connected to their
trans identity, but to a general sense of who they are – to a totality of all their identities.
For example, in Gray’s first fulltime job, he expressed that two supervisors that
positively impacted his career development were not privy to his trans identity. Gray
stated:
I had amazing bosses. So the people that chose to promote me were two of my
favorite... My two favorite bosses. Their names were Octavia and Barbara. Two
women... Super strong women of color that I'm still in touch with today…This is
the first job that I had gotten that they had known me as Gray, as a male. And I
got the promotion like that.
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Some of the participants noted that they experienced repercussions from the lack
of supportive supervisors. Baby Blue’s former boss repeatedly attempted to disparage
her ability to perform her work duties. Baby Blue stated:
So when I ran into the situation with my boss where I felt like he was undermining
me, or trying to make me look bad in a sense of... He would always question my
work. And he would always come to me and ask me about a situation, and he
would wait for me to kinda either tell him myself or to lie, as if he expected those
of me. That's all he ever expected of me. So when I not only was able to show
him that I was doing the work but prove it with my actual workload, and show him
where the problem was and that the problem wasn't, in fact me, he would get
disappointed, he would get upset, he would feel mad about it. And so it became a
thing where I was constantly having to make sure that I checked my work… I
love quotes, right? "You don't gotta get ready if you stay ready." You gotta
always be... In the work force, especially me being black, trans female,
technically gay.
Purple’s negative experience of disclosing their identity with a supervising advisor
ultimately led them out of graduate school directionless and emotionally distraught.
What made Purple's experience particularly traumatic is that his supervising advisor
lulled Purple into a false sense of safety with surface-level acceptance. Purple stated:
And I'm gonna focus on the first conversation I had with him about my gender
when I came out to him. And at that point I'd been thinking about it for several
months and had talked to my friends and had gotten positive feedback and so I
felt more confident. I knew that there was a power dynamic there and that I was
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taking a risk by coming out to him and so I was kind of nervous about it. And
when I sat down and told him that I was non-binary and what that meant to me
and then I used these pronouns and things like that, he started to... The first thing
he said to me is that that he was supportive of me and that... He thanked me for
telling him, and so this put me in the state of mind like, "Oh okay, I can trust him.
This is good. I can be more open with him, and more candid in what I say next."
Then he started asking me questions that... At the time because the sort of
anxiety, followed by him affirming me, I was giving him the benefit of the doubt,
but he was asking me things like why my experience didn't fit with like the... What
he considered the traditional trans narrative of like you've known since you were
a kid and you're trapped in the wrong body kind of thing. And I was like trying to
explain it to him, then he would give comments and feedback that were, again in
retrospect, very clear that he wasn't listening and not understanding, saying
things like, "Oh, well, it doesn't sound like you're really trans, you just don't like
being a man."... It felt very much like if I was just talking to someone in a bar who
is very privileged, didn't understand anything and just thought I was like making
stuff up to be special, kind of comments. And like, "Well, why is this important to
you at all? This doesn't sound like the... What I normally hear, so like is this
real?" He made a comment about like, I don't know of any research that supports
this like setting aside, that this is my identity, this is my experience so listen to
me. He was like, "Oh well now the fact that I don't know anything is objective
proof that you're making stuff up," kinds of comments. And the whole time that he
was doing this, he was saying it in like a very light-hearted friendly engaging way
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and he's very old established in the field. So he knew how to have conversations,
make the other person feel listened to and so he's using that but like weaponizing
it, in a way that I wasn't catching on at the time.
Despite their negative experiences with transphobic supervisors, Baby Blue and Purple
both persevered and secured employment where they received support from transaffirming supervisors. This provided them a sense of safety, protection, and fertile
career development opportunities.
Furthermore, most of the participants with the encouragement of supportive
supervisors were not passive actors in the workplace. They each openly expressed their
ambitious desires to advance within the organization. In most cases, the participants
assumed leadership roles within their respective organizations because of the
competence and confidence gained from a supportive supervisor.
Human Resources Support. Most participants shared the importance of
understanding how to navigate human resource departments. Most of the participants
regarded the human resource department as the discretionary gatekeeper of their
gender identities and information regarding insurance policies, leave, and other critical
benefits. In this manner, human resource departments being competent and supportive
in maintaining confidentiality were essential to the participants’ development of affinity
with their workplace.
Human resource departments are also important entities in curbing transphobic
incidents in the workplace. Baby Blue recounted her experience with a transphobic
supervisor that attempted to restrict her gender identity through her gender expression
but was thwarted by the intervention of the human resource department. Blue stated:
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If I came to work in makeup and dressed to make myself feel better, I had more
people in my seat, I had higher sales, I had better revenue, it was overall better.
And my regional director noticed this and was like... So my general manager and
HR they all got together and they decided that it was best to allow me to continue
because It was good for me; it was good for them.
Gray also described an incident where a co-worker made him feel unsafe in the
workplace because of his gender identity and how the human resource department
intervened. Gray stated:
I was like, "Strike one." And then he said something super transphobic, and I was
like, "Strike two. And I'm not even gonna wait for strike three." So I went to HR,
which is my fault entirely because our HR department sucks. I thought we were
gonna have a mediated conversation. They just gave him a strike right away, and
that's not at all what I wanted...I had to come out to HR, which I wasn't mad
about because it's a department of one. It's one lady, she's younger, and she's a
huge feminist. So I was like, "Oh, feminism," feminism means that... For all,
which wasn't wrong. She's not, again, now I'm her favorite because I told her,
"This has to remain between us," and I told her exactly what happened. And she
was like, "Right, I would see how that would totally make you, put you in a
position that you feel unsafe," blah blah blah. The normal HR stuff that they say.
She was great, she kept it a secret and did not disclose at all who said what and
why. So she did everything right in terms of keeping my... Not outing me to
anybody, but definitely, "Girl, I wanted a mediated conversation, not for you to
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just flag the kid, blindsided, not telling him who said what…Now, she likes Gray
because Gray is the little queer boy that she's protecting or whatever.
Lavender pointed out that if an organization is truly invested in creating an inclusive
workplace with a diverse workforce like her current workplace, the human resource
department must revamp their hiring practices before doing anything else. Lavender
stated:
Making sure that hiring efforts are targeted especially at people who have
traditionally been marginalized. Trans people in this context, but people of color,
LGBTQA in general, women. And I think we've been doing better about that in
general. We've hired lesbian women, we hired multiple female developers,
multiple people of color. It's a start. When I got there, the company was like nine
straight cis white males and two women, also straight, cis, white. So we've
definitely been doing a better job on diversity is what I'm saying. But pushing that
further, next steps, especially looking for...
Employee benefits. Most of the participants noted the important correlation of
job selection/job satisfaction with trans supportive insurance policies. Both Green and
Baby Blue discussed the important role sufficient insurance policies served in assuring
that medical procedures related to their gender transition were covered. Green also
noted that supportive human resource policies relating to a medical leave of absence is
also paramount along with insurance coverage to support the health needs of the trans
workforce.
Forms of Privilege. Most of the participants discussed different forms of
conferred privilege that may have facilitated both supportive career development and
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workforce experiences. Gray acknowledged his masculine privilege might have
contributed to his promotion at work. He believed that if he had not transitioned and
remained female presenting, he would not have been promoted at work. Gray stated:
This is the first job that I had gotten that they had known me as Gray, as a male.
And I got the promotion like that. So, I was doing the same amount of work, the
same... I was still me, doing the same things. But my recognition was
insurmountably quicker. Whereas, at the job I was at previously, I had been
working endlessly, tirelessly to get a promotion to a manager, or some sort of
level, even though I was doing all the manager things, was not getting the
manager pay or the title. Now I did what I thought was good work, but I wasn't
breaking my back for it and immediately got a promotion, a significant promotion
and enough to cause a surge. So, I realized in that moment that trans people
really are the living embodiment to prove that sexism is very ingrained in our
society. Not because it's not a... "Well, I feel this, I saw this," I'm telling you I lived
through a situation, I am still me, I'm doing the same things, but society is taking
those things and seeing them differently now because of what that is, because
I'm a boy now (Gray).
Additionally, through this comparison, Gray recognized that passing for his gender
identity is also a point of privilege particularly when passing exposes workplace sexism.
Lavender recognized that her privileges in having familial support, being white,
born into wealth, and having access to “whatever education [she] wanted” all presented
supportive opportunities that otherwise would not have been available. Lavender stated:
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…..software development tends to be a field populated by younger people,
basically. And generally, people with a certain amount of social privilege, right?
(Lavender).
Green echoed the same sentiment in that the emotional and financial support of his
parents contributed to his “lucky” and privileged circumstances. Green stated:
Like my financial situation, I got lucky. Like my parents are good, my
grandparents, they helped me throughout college and gave me the ability to save
for surgery.
Additionally, although Yellow identifies as a woman of color, she recognized that her
privileged upbringing should not be generalized to all trans women of color given.
Yellow stated:
Again, I was working for [Organization name redacted], a trans and racial justice
organization. And a little back history to the story is that I'm originally from
Samoa, but at a very young age, I was adopted and was raised by a very
conservative Caucasian couple in [City redacted]. 2014 was a huge turning point
of my career because I've already done a lot of work in the trans community. I
had attended a forum…and this forum was a life-changer for me because it was
talking about white fragility and the white privilege. And that was a very
uncomfortable situation to fit in, because here I am sitting in a room of people of
color and also identifying as a brown person and recognizing that, "Crap, like, I'm
sitting here, acting as if I understand what all of my peers are going through, but
recognize that I hold a lot of privilege that comes from my upbringing” (Yellow).
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Summary
I analyzed each participant’s narrative composition and identified themes by
assembling comparisons across all participants’ narratives. Through further analysis, I
assigned similar themes meaning and grouped them under two meta-themes: Career
Development Themes and Workforce Themes. Additionally, I summarized and analyzed
each meta-theme according to how they relate to research questions one and two; and
then, I documented the participants’ descriptions of how their workplace has supported
them in response to research question three. Chapter Five will provide a summary of
findings; discussion of findings; limitations; implications for policy and practice; and
future directions for research.
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Chapter Five: Conclusions and Implications
The purpose of this study was to investigate the career development and
workforce experiences of trans people and to identify how workplaces can support for
their trans workforce. Narrative inquiry was the qualitative method used in this study to
provide the participants a conduit for them to tell their career development story. As
such, six trans persons who are employed full-time described their career
development/workforce experiences and workplace supports. Each participants’ career
development story was audio-recorded, transcribed, and analyzed. Once comparisons
were made across all participants’ narratives within a theoretical framework, the findings
of this study were thematically organized by the following research questions:
1. How do trans people describe their career development experiences?
2. How do trans people describe their workforce experiences?
3. How can workplaces support their trans workforces?
This chapter offers a summary of the findings organized by the research
questions along with the corresponding theoretical underpinnings and study themes.
Revelatory insights into the comparative analysis of the findings and literature are also
discussed thus highlighting the scholarly contributions this study made to knowledge
about trans persons in the workforce. Additionally, the limitations and associated
research implications are presented followed by the examination of the implications for
practice. This chapter concludes with offering future directions for research.
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Summary of Findings
I organized the findings of this study by two meta-themes, each one
corresponding to research questions one and two. The Career Development metatheme corresponds to research question one which sought to answer how trans people
describe their career development experiences. The Workforce meta-theme links to
research question two which sought to answer how trans people describe their
workforce experiences. In response to research questions three, the findings delineate
workplace supports.
Social Cognitive Career Theory (SCCT) undergirded the data analysis
associated with research question one. SCCT assisted in the understanding of how the
participants described their career development experiences as a trans person and their
ability to engage in, understand the outcome of, and develop goals as a result of the
career development process. The sub-themes of the meta-theme, Career Development,
include:
1. Career Clarity – described the pivotal moments where participants chose to
guide their career development trajectory via an internal locus of control
rather than being primarily influenced by external forces.
2. Technology Tendencies – described the participants’ career development
attraction toward the technology sector where the skills critical to succeed in
this sector mirror the skills necessary to strategically navigate how they
managed their gender identities in various career development processes.
3. Social Support – described the significance of how support systems related to
the participants’ trans experiences primed their career development plans
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4. Resilience – described the participants’ determination to overcome instances
of failure/trauma to achieve their career development goals.
Minority Stress Theory (MST) informed the data analysis related to research
question two. MST assisted in identifying how the participants resiliently addressed
workplace challenges while also managing their gender, identity, and career transitions
in the workplace. The sub-themes of the meta-theme, Workforce, include:
1. Gender Transition in the Workplace – described the participants’ experiences
transitioning from one gender to another in the workplace
2. Social Support – described the participants’ investment in providing support to
or mentoring trans/queer coworkers in the workplace.
Lastly, in response to research question three, the findings highlight how
workplaces can support their trans workforce. More specifically, the participants
described how self-expression, supervisor, and human resources supports directed
their career development and workforce pathways. Participants also described how
trans-affirming employee benefits such as insurance policy coverages and medical
leave of absence policies are critical in supporting the health needs of the trans
workforce.
Discussion of Findings
It is important to note that as a cisgender person, my analytic lens was impacted
and is reflected in this dissertation as a cisgender person throughout this study. Despite
their increasing visibility and growing recognition, numerous facets of the career
development and workforce experiences of trans people remain uncharted. Existing
research aimed at addressing the career development needs of trans people is scant
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(Marshall et al., 2017; Schneider, & Dimito, 2010). Staples, Bird, Masters, and George
(2018) concluded that the scarcity of research that explores the career development
and workforce experiences of trans people underscores the importance of developing
more studies focused on a better understanding of their career development profiles. As
such, the lack of literature documenting how a trans person manages their gender
transition, identity transition, or both within career development and workforce contexts
offers a compelling reason to move this field of research forward by comparing this
study’s findings with the current literature. Thus, contributions this study has made to
the body of research concerning the career development and workforce experiences of
trans people, and more broadly, to the field of career and workforce education were
highlighted.
Career Development Pipelines
The current literature suggests that career development pipelines are
significantly underprepared to offer trans people affirming services and programming.
The absence of such resources can interrupt the career development trajectory of trans
people resulting in higher rates of socio-economic and health disparities (Bailey, 2014;
Dietert, & Dentice, 2009; Dispenza, Warson, Chung, & Brack, 2012; Rankin & Beemyn,
2012; Ryan, Broad, Walsh, & Nutter, 2013; Sangganjanavanich, & Cavazos, 2010).
However, the findings of this study seem to partially support these notions. Although
some of the participants experienced setbacks in various career development pipelines,
the impact of those setbacks was temporary without significant socio-economic or
health consequences (with the exception being Yellow’s heart attack). The participants
that did not experience any career development pipeline setbacks have only worked in
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the technology sector throughout their entire career development trajectory and
identified as being white. This finding aligns with the current literature which suggests
that gender equity for trans individuals may be more realized in the technology sector
than in other workforce arenas particularly for trans persons who also identify as being
white (Alfrey, & Twine, 2017; Thoroughgood, Sawyer, & Webster, 2020).
Human Resource Experiences
The current literature suggests that trans people may underuse viable careeradvancement pathways because career development practitioners (e.g. human
resource personnel) are typically not well-versed in the career development challenges
unique to trans people (e.g. the perceived level of ‘passing’ at work) and consequently,
are ill-prepared to provide practical career development guidance (Alexandra et. al.,
2018; Baggio, 2017; Collins et. al., 2015; McFadden, 2015; Sangganjanavanich, &
Headley, 2016; Schneider, 2010). In other words, it seems that the current literature
gives the overall impression that the professional services and resources that other
community and marginalized groups may take for granted as commonplace are nearly
non-existent or unavailable for trans people. However, the findings of this study suggest
that human resource personnel are becoming more competent in understanding the
unique career development needs of trans people as evidenced by the trans-affirming
human resource experiences across various industries described by most the
participants. These positive human resource experiences may have occurred because
most of the participants described researching the organizations’ trans employee
policies before deciding to apply for a job with them.
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Resilience-Building Strategies
According to MST, trans people endure stressful career development
experiences powered by a marginalizing socio-cultural caste system that causes
consistent stigmatization (Meyer, 1995; Waldo, 1999). The stressors experienced by the
trans workforce comes from living in a society that fosters discrimination, expectations
of stigma, and internalized transphobia (Meyer,1995; Timmins, Rimes, & Rahman,
2017). As such, a fundamental component of MST is the resilience-building strategies
trans people employ to cope with and overcome career development stressors (Meyer,
2015). The current literature recognized the following resilience-building strategies trans
people deploy to cope with and overcome workplace stressors: (1) developing a positive
self-identity, (2) making connections and developing good relationships, (3) taking
actions towards goals, (4) keeping a hopeful outlook on life, and (5) accepting change
as a part of living (Bry, Mustanski, Garofalo, Burnes, 2018; Dickey, Walinsky, Rofkahr,
Richardson, & Juntunen, 2016; Follins, Walker, and Lewis, 2014; Kolar, Ahmad, Chan,
& Erickson, 2015; Lent, Morrison, & Ezeofor, 2014).
The findings of this study concur with the current literature in regard to resiliencebuilding strategies. All the participants reported using resilience-building strategies at
some point during their career development path. The findings of this study are
divergent from the current literature (in regard to MST) in that although some
participants implemented resilience-building strategies in response to discrimination and
others in response to expectations of stigma, none of the participants referred to and I
did not infer from their narratives any indication of internalized transphobia. All the
participants spoke to the importance and benefit of socializing with and receiving
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support and guidance from other trans persons. In doing so, the participants may have
avoided the negative mental health effects of shame and alienation typically associated
with internalized transphobia (Scandurra, Bochicchio, Amodeo, Esposito, Valerio,
Maldonato, & Vitelli, 2018).
Trans Mentors
The current literature suggests that trans persons engaging in positive
mentorship relationships with other trans individuals develop enhanced resiliencebuilding skills and report a more positive sense of well-being (Arrington-Sanders,
Hailey-Fair, Dangerfield, Conley, D’Angelo, Kwait, Brooks, Dowshen, Beyrer,
Celentano, & Wirtz, 2020; Barr, Budge, & Adelson, 2016; Boyer, & Galupo, 2018;
Matsuno, & Israel, 2018; Garvey, & Rankin, 2018; Mulcahy, Dalton, Kolbert, & Crothers,
2016). Although the literature addresses the importance of mentorship in building transaffirming capacity in the workplace, the professional mentorships examined were
primarily between trans people and non-trans colleagues (De Guzman Robles,
Kennedy, Dews, & Garvey, 2019; Gilliam, & Swanson, 2020; McShay, 2017; Ziegler,
Valaitis, Risdon, Carter, & Yost, 2020; Ziegler, 2020). Most participants of this study
connected their job satisfaction with opportunities to mentor less experienced trans
colleagues in the workplace. As such, the findings of this study expanded the current
literature by highlighting the connection between cultivating trans person-to-trans
person workplace mentorships and the development of workplace affinity.
Implications for Policy and Practice
The findings of this study have implications for human resource personnel who
may not be knowledgeable about the career development and workforce experiences of
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trans persons. The literature clearly illustrates how the lack of support from human
resource personnel contributes to the negative career development and workforce
experiences of trans persons (Alexandra et. al., 2018; Budge et. al., 2010; McFadden,
2015). The findings of this study highlight the critical role human resource personnel
well-versed in the unique needs of trans employees serve in cultivating positive career
development and workforce experiences for trans persons in the workplace. As such, I
recommend that human resource education and licensing testing preparation include
curricula specific to trans employees. The findings of this study offer insights into further
research examining the career development and workforce experiences of trans
persons and highlights the positive influence of trans-inclusive workplace policies on a
trans person’s job satisfaction and job performance. More specifically, the implications
of this study for workplace policymakers are clear. I recommend that workplace
policymakers examine and update their organizational anti-discrimination policy
regarding federal and state law compliance to ensure that their trans employees are
protected particularly given the Supreme Court ruling of 2020 providing protection for
trans people from discrimination. In doing so, the organization publicly demonstrates a
commitment to equality and an investment in their trans workforce and signals to their
non-trans workforce that discrimination of any kind will not be tolerated.
I also recommend that workplace policymakers establish employment benefits
(i.e. insurance coverages, paid time off, FMLA etc.) specific to existing and prospective
trans employees. Additionally, some of the participants expressed the ability to
authentically present themselves in the workplace correlated with their job satisfaction
and increased productivity. As such, I recommend that workplace policymakers eschew
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developing rigid dress code policies that reinforce gender stereotypes and embrace
policies in accordance with necessary safety practices that allow trans employees to
dress how they want to authentically express themselves in the workplace. Moreover, I
recommend that workplace policymakers develop policies that encourage their trans
workforce to participate in the development of trans-specific workplace programming
and training initiatives in addition to supporting trans person-to-trans person mentorship
opportunities.
Limitations and Research Implications
Despite research designed for qualitative rigor and discovery, the findings must
be viewed in light of limitations. While this work did appear to reach saturation,
improving confidence in the findings among the participants, generalization to all trans
people is not possible. For example, most of the participants were involved in the
technology sector, therefore research in other sectors of the workforce may yield
additional needs or supports. The mean age of the participants was 27 and therefore
this sample may not capture supports or needs of trans persons who are transitioning
gender at older ages, are in more senior positions in the workforce, or have reached
retirement. Therefore, research of career development and workforce experiences of
older trans persons may add to the knowledge base. Given that all the participants were
employed in the southeast US, this study may not indicate geographical influences on
the career development and workforce experiences of trans persons. Therefore,
additional research where the sample geographic location is varied may yield additional
insights. Lastly, most of the participants identified as a trans male/man or trans
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female/woman, therefore some additional research may benefit those who identify as
non-binary, and genderqueer or gender non-conforming.
Future Directions for Research
This research is important as it adds information and examples of the career
development supports for trans people in the workplace. With this addition to the
literature, future research may benefit from distinct sampling of transwomen, transmen,
non-binary, and genderqueer or gender nonconforming persons to better encapsulate
the needs experienced by each gender identity. It may also be important to understand
how trans people's challenges in the workplace may differ after the historic Supreme
Court ruling of 2020 providing protection from discrimination for trans people. This
furthers the discovery of individual and structural-level considerations for trans people
and as such, I recommend that future research include these new policies. Also, further
research into the intersection of race, gender equity, and the workplace may uncover
additional workplace supports specific to trans individuals of color. Lastly, future
research regarding why trans people may gravitate toward careers in the technology
sector may provide a blueprint for other industries to model in creating trans-inclusive
workplaces.
Conclusion
This study examined the career development and workforce experiences of trans
people and identified trans-specific workplace supports. The qualitative data collected
via narrative inquiry illuminated the intrinsic and extrinsic thematic factors that
influenced the career development trajectory of the participants. Given the comparative
analysis between the findings of this study with existing literature, this study highlights
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how affirming career development pipeline, human resource, resilience-building, and
trans mentorship experiences positively influence a trans persons career development
trajectory. This study also identified future avenues of research in addition to outlining
the implications for policy and practice regarding trans persons in their workplaces.
Lastly, the current literature generally implies that human resource services and
personnel are not well-informed about the career development and workplace needs of
trans people. However, I demonstrated through this study that human resource services
and personnel are increasingly committed to trans-affirming practices, policies, and
procedures which is particularly evident in the technology sector. As such, other sector
would benefit from emulating the technology sector when designing trans-inclusive
workplaces.
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Appendix IV:
Informed Consent

Informed Consent to Participate in Research Involving Minimal Risk
Information to Consider Before Taking Part in this Research Study
Title: Career Development and Workforce Experiences: Life Stories of Trans People in
Their Workplaces
Study # 000057

Overview: You are being asked to take part in a research study. The information in
this document should help you to decide if you would like to participate. The sections
in this Overview provide the basic information about the study. If appropriate, more
detailed information is provided in the remainder of the document.
Study Staff: This study is being led by Rene Alvarez who is a doctoral student at
the University of South Florida. This person is called the Principal Investigator. He
is being guided in this research by Dr. Victor Hernandez. Other approved
research staff may act on behalf of the Principal Investigator.
Study Details: The purpose of the study is to explore the career development and
workforce experiences of trans people and to identify career development
strategies and supports for the trans workforce in their diverse workplaces.
Subjects: You are being asked to take part because you are between the ages
of 18 and 45 years old who has voluntarily disclosed that you have a trans
person self-identity and current, full-time employment.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation is voluntary. You do not have to
participate and may stop your participation at any time. There will be no penalties
or loss of benefits or opportunities if you do not participate or decide to stop once
you start.
Benefits, Compensation, and Risk: We do not know if you will receive any benefit
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from your participation. There is no cost to participate. You will receive a $150 gift
card of your choosing upon the completion of three interviews. If choose to
withdraw from this study before the completion of three interviews, you will receive
a $50 gift card of your choosing for each completed interview. This research is
considered minimal risk. Minimal risk means that study risks are the same as the
risks you face in daily life.
Confidentiality: Even if we publish the findings from this study, we will keep your
study information private and confidential. Anyone with the authority to look at
your records must keep them confidential.

Why are you being asked to take part?
You are being asked to take part because you are between the ages of 18 and 45
years old who has voluntarily disclosed that you have a trans person self-identity and
current, full-time employment. This study defines full-time employment as an
individual participating in paid employment and works 30 hours or more a week for a
calendar month. All occupational fields are eligible for study inclusion, regardless of
position, sector, or degree and credential requirement.
Study Procedures:
This qualitative exploratory study will only enroll up to eight participants. After the
maximum number of allowed participants is reached, recruitment will end, and no
other participant will be allowed to participate. You will be asked to complete a 15minute survey for demographic purposes and to verify that you meet the inclusion
criteria of this study. If you meet the inclusion criteria of this study, you are eligible to
participate, and will be asked to meet with me, the researcher, face-to-face in three
separate 2-hour interviews. For your convenience, each of the three interviews will
take place about two weeks apart in a previously agreed upon location that will
ensure privacy and confidentiality. During each
2- hour interview, you will be briefed on the purpose of the study and the
confidentiality that is promised.
The following highlights the purpose of each the three interviews:
• Interview one. This first interview introduces the framework for conducting
all three interviews. The interview focus will be asking you to organize their
career development and workforce life story into chapters of a book that
cover your life spans. You will be asked to describe and discuss the scenes
that stand out as key to your recollections of your career development life
story, such as scenes that centered on high, low, or turning points, wisdom
events, and religious, spiritual, or mystical experiences.
•

Interview two. The second interview focus is to pinpoint the various career
development/workforce challenges you experienced. The two guideposts
driving this interview will be:
1. What were your greatest career development and workforce; and
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2. How did you address and cope with these career
development and workforce challenges?
•

Interview three. The goal of the third and final interview is to allow the
participants an opportunity to discuss their future career development plans
and projects. The participants will be asked to consider their past, present, and
future career development chapters and discuss any major themes that come
to mind. Participants will also be asked to reflect on and offer their insights
about the entire interview process. Lastly, the participants will be asked to
construct a timeline of their career development life story.

Privacy and Confidentiality
We will do our best to keep your records private and confidential. We cannot
guarantee absolute confidentiality. Your personal information may be disclosed if
required by law. Certain people may need to see your study records. These
individuals include:
•

The research team, including the Principal Investigator and all other
research staff.

•

The USF Institutional Review Board (IRB) and its related staff who
have oversight responsibilities for this study, and staff in USF
Research Integrity and Compliance.

Your identifiers might be removed from your private records. Your information
collected as part of the research, even if identifiers are removed, will NOT be used or
distributed for future research studies.
We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not include your name.
We will not publish anything that would let people know who you are.
Your personal information collected for this research will be kept as long as it is
needed to conduct this research. Once your participation in the research is over, your
information will be stored in accordance with applicable policies and regulations. Your
permission to use your personal data will not expire unless you withdraw it. You may
withdraw or take away your permission to use and disclose your information at any
time. You do this by contacting the Principal Investigator using the following
information: Phone: (305) 338-7961 or Email: ReneAlvarez@mail.usf.edu
Contact Information
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant, please
contact the USF IRB at (813) 974-5638 or contact by email at RSCHIRB@usf.edu. If you have questions regarding the research, please contact the
Principal Investigator at ReneAlvarez@mail.usf.edu or (305) 338-7961.
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Consent to Take Part in Research
I freely give my consent to take part in this study. I understand that by signing this
form I am agreeing to take part in research. I have received a copy of this form to
take with me.

Signature of Person Taking Part in Study

Date

Printed Name of Person Taking Part in Study
Statement of Person Obtaining Informed Consent and Research Authorization
I have carefully explained to the person taking part in the study what they can expect
from their participation. I confirm that the person taking part in the study speaks the
language that was used to explain this research and is receiving an informed
consent form in their primary language. The person taking part in the study has
provided legally effective informed consent.

Signature of Person Obtaining Informed Consent

Printed Name of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
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Appendix VI:
Career Development and Workforce Story Protocol
(adapted from McAdams (2008) Life Story Interview Protocol)

Interview 1 Protocol
Introduction
This interview is about the career development and workforce story. Specifically, I am
interested in hearing your career development and workforce experiences, including
parts of the past as you remember them and the future as you imagine it. The career
development and workforce story is selective; it does not include everything that has
ever happened to you throughout your career development and workforce history.
Instead, I will ask you to focus on a few key scenes, characters, and ideas. There are
no right or wrong answers to my questions. Instead, your task is simply to tell me about
some of the most important things that have happened in your life that have influenced
your career development and workforce choices and how you imagine your career
developing in the future. I will guide you through the interview so that we finish it all in
about two hours or less. This interview is for research purposes only, and its main goal
is to hear your career development story. As a social scientist, I collect people’s career
development and workforce stories in order to understand the different ways in which
people in our society and other societies live their lives and the different ways in which
they understand who they are and how both these things influence their career
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experiences. Everything you say is voluntary, anonymous, and confidential. I think you
will enjoy the interview. Do you have any questions?
A. Career Development and Workforce Chapters
Please begin by thinking about the trajectory of your career throughout your life as if it
were a book or novel. Imagine that the book has a table of contents containing the titles
of the main chapters in the story. To begin here, please describe very briefly what the
main chapters in the book might be. Please give each chapter a title, tell me just a little
bit about what each chapter is about, and say a word or two about how we get from one
chapter to the next. As a storyteller here, what you want to do is to give me an overall
plot summary of your career development and workforce story, going chapter by
chapter. You may have as many chapters as you want, but I would suggest at least
having between about four and seven of them.
B. Key Scenes in the Career Development and Workforce Story
Now that you have described the overall career trajectory outline of your life, I would like
you to focus in on a few key scenes that stand out in the story. A key scene would be an
event or a specific incident that took place at a particular time and place. Consider a key
scene to be a moment in your career development and workforce story that stands out
for a particular reason – perhaps because it was especially good or bad, particularly
vivid, important, or memorable. For each of the five key events we will consider, I ask
that you describe in detail what happened, when and where it happened, who was
involved, and what you were thinking and feeling in the event. In addition, I ask that you
tell me why you think this particular scene is important or significant. What does the
scene say about you as a person? Please be specific.
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1. High Point
Please describe a scene, episode, or moment in your life that stands out as
an especially positive career development or workforce experience. This
might be the high point career development or workforce scene of your entire
life, or else an especially happy, joyous, exciting, or wonderful moment in the
career development story. Please describe this high point scene in detail.
What happened, when and where, who was involved, and what were you
thinking and feeling? Also, please say a word or two about why you think this
particular moment was so good and what the scene may say about who you
are as a person.
2. Low Point
The second scene is the opposite of the first. Thinking back over your career
trajectory, please identify a scene that stands out as a low point, if not the low
point in your career development and workforce story. Even though this event
is unpleasant, I would appreciate your providing as much detail as you can
about it. What happened in the event, where and when, who was involved,
and what were you thinking and feeling? Also, please say a word or two about
why you think this particular moment was so bad and what the scene may say
about you or your life.
3. Turning Point
In looking back over your career trajectory, it may be possible to identify
certain key moments that stand out as turning points -- episodes that marked
an important change in you or your career development and workforce story.
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Please identify a particular episode in your career development and workforce
story that you now see as a turning point in your life. If you cannot identify a
key turning point that stands out clearly, please describe some event in your
life wherein you went through an important change of some kind. Again, for
this event, please describe what happened, where and when, who was
involved, and what you were thinking and feeling. Also, please say a word or
two about what you think this event says about you as a person or about your
life.
4. Wisdom Event
Please describe a career development or workforce event in your life in which
you displayed wisdom. The episode might be one in which you acted or
interacted in an especially wise way or provided wise counsel or advice,
made a wise decision, or otherwise behaved in a particularly wise manner.
What happened, where and when, who was involved, and what were you
thinking and feeling? Also, what does this memory say about you?
5. Religious, Spiritual, or Mystical Experience
Whether they are religious or not, many people report that they have had
experiences in their lives where they felt a sense of the transcendent or
sacred, a sense of God or some almighty or ultimate force, or a feeling of
oneness with nature, the world, or the universe. Thinking back on your career
trajectory, please identify an episode or moment in which you felt something
like this. This might be an experience that occurred within the context of your
own religious tradition, if you have one, or it may be a spiritual or mystical
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experience of any kind. Please describe this transcendent experience in
detail. What happened, where and when, who was involved, and what were
you thinking and feeling? Also, what does this memory say about you?
Interview 2 Protocol
C. Challenges
Interview 2 considers the various challenges (if any) you have encountered in your
career development.
1. Career Development and Workforce Challenges
Looking back over your career trajectory, please identify and describe what you
now consider to be the greatest single career development or workforce
challenge you have faced in your life. What is or was the challenge or problem?
How did the challenge or problem develop? How did you address or deal with
this challenge or problem? What is the significance of this challenge or problem
in your own story?
Interview 3 Protocol
D. Future Script
1. The Next Chapter
Your career development and workforce story includes key chapters and scenes
from your past, as you have described them, and it also includes how you see or
imagine your future. Please describe what you see to be the next chapter in your
career. What is going to come next in your career development and workforce
story?
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2. Dreams, Hopes, and Plans for the Future
Please describe your plans, dreams, or hopes for the future. What do you hope
to accomplish in the future in your career development and workforce story?
3. Career Development and Workforce Project
Do you have a project that you have been working on and plan to work on in the
future chapters of your career development and workforce story? Tell me what
the project is, how you got involved in the project or will get involved in the
project, how the project might develop, and why you think this project is important
for you and other people.
E. Career Development and Workforce Theme
Looking back over your entire career development and workforce story with all its
chapters, scenes, and challenges, and extending back into the past and ahead into the
future, do you discern a central theme, message, or idea that runs throughout the story?
What is the major theme in your career development and workforce story? Please
explain.
F. Reflection
Thank you for this interview. I have just one more question for you. Given that most
people do not share their career development and workforce stories in this way on a
regular basis, I’m wondering if you might reflect for one last moment about what this
interview, here today, has been like for you. What were your thoughts and feelings
during the interview? How do you think this interview has affected you? Do you have
any other comments about the interview process?
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Appendix VII:
Gray’s Career Development Timeline

Even in camouflage I stand out
I try to blend in, but I am the other
And the other must be bad
In jeans I see where I must go but
Those who see that hesitation
Are hungry to devour me
Even in red, I do not stop
I am all go and there is a hunger in me that
Has erupted; he will be seen
The red turns to pink to remind me
That I am an imposter
But I have always been me I whisper
and that's who they see something replied
Pink turns to black
To mourn the loss of the smile and the laughter
Is it too late to go back? I wonder
No but we are not going back, we are pushing forward they said
What color is this?
I still don’t know
But growth doesn’t work like that
Does it
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